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“Bound in wrappers” is a descriptor that has always conjured up ideas of affordability, easy distribution, ephemerality, 
and temporality. Early examples are uncommon and can be read as moments frozen in time, “a halfway stage between books in sheets and 
bound books”1 that have somehow retained their original state. Normally, these books would have been purchased by a customer and then 
delivered to his or her binder who would have promptly removed the wrappers before binding. To find a work from the 17th or 18th century 
in its original wrappers is to find a copy that never made it to the binder.2

Books bound in wrappers are coveted by many collectors (myself included). The paper used for such bindings was sometimes light blue, 
beige or, on rarer occasions, decorative (e.g. using marbled paper, paste paper, block printed paper, or dutch gilt paper). Although the title or 
author is sometimes written in ink on the upper wrapper, the wrappers were not printed with additional textual information. In most cases, 
these works never saw the binder’s knife, so the leaves retain their deckles and have large, full margins. What is most exciting about books 
bound in wrappers is that one sees the book as it was first issued.

After around 1810, a new type of paper binding began to emerge occasioned by new printing machinery. Like the interim wrappers, these 
were issued by the publisher and sold with the book at its first point of sale. But unlike the earlier examples, these wrappers were textually 
printed, sometimes illustrated, and were meant to stay on the book. In a sense, it was the beginning of the modern paperback: the book was 
in an inexpensive binding, ready to read and circulate. The earliest example in the current list is item thirteen from 1814.

This second type of wrappers arose during the late modern period when there was a dramatic increase in literacy. Expanded readership 
had created new markets and the publishing industry responded with new methods of papermaking, printing, binding, and distribution. 
Affordability was paramount and time was money. Not surprisingly, the format and look of bindings changed accordingly.

In this list, examples of these publisher’s wrappers can be found on cookbooks; children’s literature; notebooks; essays on wine making, 
cheese, cider, maple syrup, and olive farming; almanacs; seed catalogues; and political pamphlets. Because the survival rate of such publica-
tions was less than that of bound books – due to their fragility and use – they represent an important aspect of everyday reading that is often 
underdocumented.

I hope you enjoy the catalogue.

Ben Kinmont

1Cloonan, Early bindings in paper, p. 4.
2There are some exceptions to this rule, such as the paper bindings found in the collection of Samuel Pepys (1633-1703) who even had special paper labels  
made for his wrappers. See Cloonan in Early bindings in paper, pp. 10 & 44, and her essay in the University of Iowa’s journal Books at Iowa, no. 47, 1987 
(https://doi.org/10.17077/0006-7474.1142). Background from Item 12



Wine Taverns shal l  Only Offer Bread to Eat ,
& No Gambling

1. (TAVERN REGULATIONS.) A decree lately made in the 
high court of Starre-Chamber...and also a confirmation of that 
decree by his Sacred Majestie. London: Robert Barker, 1633. 

4to. One full-page woodcut coat of arms in the text. [30] pp. (lacking the initial 
blank). Stitched marbled wrappers, trimmed close at the top.  $2000.00

The FIRST EDITION of these decrees written to control the sale of food in London  
and the activities in and around London’s taverns. For example, a tavern that is “sell-
ing wine by retaile” may not offer any kind of food other than bread, whereas the  
taverns that are responsible for food, cannot charge more than two shillings for a meal. 
Another law forbids chandlers from selling grain; one regulates horsemeat; another 
sets tariffs for foddering horses at inns; and yet another mandates that a baker’s dozen 
shall not exceed thirteen. And, lastly, there is a decree prohibiting tavern owners from 
allowing “Games of Dice, Cards, Tables or other unlawfull Games in their houses.”

In addition to providing a glimpse into the public eating and drinking life of 
London during the time just before the English Civil War, these decrees are also 
a good example of the regulations that obstructed the emergence of a restaurant  
culture. It wasn’t until the late 18th century in France, that such restrictions collapsed 
and the selling of prepared food was opened up to a broad range of eating and drink-
ing establishments. 

In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Columbia University, New York University, Huntington, Yale, Library 

of Congress, Hagley Museum, Newberry Library, University of Indiana, University 
of Kansas, Harvard, University of Minnesota, Dartmouth, University of Oklahoma, 
University of Texas, Washington State University, University of Illinois, and nine 
locations outside of the United States. 



From Cheese  to Capita l i sm,
in Beauti ful Contemporary Wrappers

2. METRENS, De. Remonstrantie, op ‘t woord, van 
de kaas-verkoopers; vertoonende de heerlijkheid der 
commercie, en de digniteyt der koop-luyden. Profi-
jtelijk en curieus om te lesen. [trans.: Remonstration, 
on the word, of the cheese-sellers; demonstrating the 
glory of commerce, and the dignity of merchants. 
Profitable and curious to read.] Amsterdam: n.p., 1673. 

Small 4to. One large woodcut vignette on title page, one ornamental initial. 
19 pp. Contemporary ornamental stiff wrappers, stamped in two colors,  
recently restitched and folds of sheets strengthened, untrimmed throughout. 
 $1000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this early panegyric 
to capitalism. In this work, the author identifies the cheese market as the 
true cause and foundation of prosperity, power, glory, the development of 
arts and sciences, and even the spreading of Christianity. On the title page 
a motto: “Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas” (happy is he who has 
been able to learn the cause of things). 

The author is unknown, though the name may be a pseudonym with 
“Metren” being based on a Dutch word “meten” for measuring. Indeed, 
Remonstrantie, op ‘t woord, van de kaas-verkoopers compares the volume of trade 
between France and the Netherlands, suggesting that the French have 
profited hugely from a Dutch trade deficit.

A very good copy bound in beautiful wrappers. 
¶ Crahan Sale, Sothebys, 1984, item 112 (our copy); OCLC: Interna-

tional Institute of Social History (Holland) only. 



An Early Work on Coffee,  Tea,  Chocolate,  and Sorbet
– Only Two Other Copies  Known

3. [TOZZI, Luca.] Virtu del caffe bevanda la piu sa-
lutifera, e men conosciuta, introdotta nuovamente 
nell’Italia. Con un breve trattato della cioccolata, 
dell’erba the, e del ribes sorbetto arabico. Venice: Pit-
toni, 1716. 

12mo. Engraved frontispiece. 68 [including frontis.], [4] pp. Contemporary 
carte rustica paper wrappers, untrimmed. $4500.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this study of coffee, 
tea, chocolate, and sorbet, nicely preserved in original interim boards. 
The author, Lucca Tozzi (1638-1717), was a well-published scientist who 
also wrote books on astronomy, math, and medicine. 

At the time, coffee, tea, and chocolate were considered to be exotic 
drinks and were very much in vogue in Italy. In the current work, separate 
sections are written for each of the three drinks with a focus on their 
history, preparation, appreciation, and various health properties (with 
frequent reference to the works of Avicenna and Galen). At the end is 
an additional section devoted to drinks served with ice and snow (such 
as sorbet). The final four pages contain an early publisher’s catalogue  
entitled Libri curiosi moderni.

The lovely engraved frontispiece depicts three noblemen being 
served drinks by a man behind a table; on the wall are bottles of supplies 
and above their heads it reads “Sorbetti, Caffe, Cioccolata.” 

On the upper board is written “Virtù” in a contemporary hand. 
A very good copy.
¶ Hünnersdorff, p. 1498; Mueller, p. 213; OCLC: Harvard and Yale; 

Westbury, p. 223.



A Family Cookery Manuscript
With more than Forty

Contributors

4. (MANUSCRIPT: English cookery.) Cookery Book. 
c.1750.

Folio: 32cm x 21.5cm. 2 p.l., 109, [1 - blank] pp. Contemporary marbled 
wrappers, rubbed and worn along edges, some corners dog eared, lacking 
the first leaf (though text appears to be complete), large faint waterstain on 
the first several leaves and three spots on the final two leaves and the inside 
of the lower wrapper (writing still legible). $9000.00

A pleasing mid-18th century English cookery manuscript, possibly from 
Dorset. Unusually large to be bound in contemporary wrappers, the  
manuscript fills nearly every page (only the final page is blank), has been 
written in a single legible hand, and includes numerous recipe attributions 
throughout. It also has a revealing personal note in the index section that 
gives us some insight into the origin and making of the manuscript.

In the second column of the first page of the index are seven entries 
that are crossed out and without page numbers. These start with “Mutton 
Collops” and end with “Almond Cream.” Instead, written where the page 
numbers would be, is the following note, running perpendicular to the 
index text:

Enterd by Mistake as
in the old List but broke
out of the Book.

This probably means that this recipe book was copied from either a 
printed book or another manuscript, and that although the original text 



included these seven items in its index (“the old list”), those corresponding recipe 
leaves had gone missing (“broke out of the Book”) and, couldn’t be copied over to 
our manuscript.

But, was this manuscript copied from a printed book or a another manuscript? 
I would argue that it was copied from a manuscript because the recipes included are 
attributed to various individuals. Personal attributions such as these didn’t appear 
in printed cookery books until the later half of the 19th century (e.g. in community 
cookbooks). It is likely that the earlier manuscript has since been lost.

I would suggest that the transmission of these recipes would have been as 
follows: First, the compiler(s) of the first manuscript would have brought together 
recipes from different sources, and made them into a manuscript cookery book. 
These recipes appear to have come from friends, family, and perhaps kitchen staff.1 
I would suggest that this is how the first manuscript was made and that it was then 
copied later to make our manuscript. 

That our manuscript is written in a single hand supports this possible  
narrative.  Someone sat down, and over some days, copied the earlier manuscript to 
create our manuscript. Not infrequently, such manuscript cookbooks were made as 
a gift to a young woman recently married. That some of the recipes in the current 
manuscript have familial authorship (“My Mother,” “My Mamma,” “Mamma,” 
and “Aunt”), suggests that this manuscript may have been written by a daughter 
from her mother’s manuscript cookbook.

As mentioned, many of the recipes have attributions and, although some 
names appear only once, there are some that appear several times, and they are 
fairly evenly spread throughout the manuscript. For this reason, it may be that the 
original manuscript was written over a fairly short period of time (i.e. it was not a 
multi-generational cookbook manuscript, as is sometimes the case). For example, 
the recipes from “Withers” or “Mr Withers” appear at the beginning, middle, and 
end of our manuscript, even though there are no categorical sections to cause his 

1Although not present here, occasionally letters from friends and family are laid into such 
manuscripts that show how the offered recipes were first received.



contributions to not be grouped together (e.g. sections for Soups, Meats, Ragoos, Sweets, etc.). One possible explanation, is that his recipes were 
added to the original manuscript as they were received, a sequence which would have been maintained in our copy. This is different from many other 
recipe manuscripts where you will see certain names repeated in consecutive pages, and then not appearing later, due to the manuscript having been 
composed over a long period of time. In manuscripts such as these, the recipes are layered like strata, and written in several hands by different family 
members over multiple generations. Even though there are more than forty identified contributors to our manuscript, I do not believe this to be the 
case with our manuscript. I would argue that this text was written within a single generation, and then copied by the next generation. 

The majority of the more than 300 recipes are culinary. They include “To Ragout Lobster” (Withers); “Stuffing for a roasted Rump of Beef ” 
(Twerton); “To Stew Eels” (Mrs Cruwys); “To stew a Leg of Beef or Ox Cheek” (Aunt Raw); “New College Pudding” (Mrs Glyn); “To mango 
Cucumber” (Mrs Pitt); “To make Pocket Soup” (Lord Walpole); “To make noodles;” “A Lark Pye” (Withers); “Sauce for boyld fowls or Turkey” 
(with butter, oysters, and lemon peel); “To fry Tripe or Ox feet” (Mrs D Cruwys); “To pickle Pork” (Lady Hnatch-Bull); and “To do Lambs Ears 
& Tails” (Mr Loyde)

There are also some medicinal and domestic recipes such as “Artificial Asses Milk” (Dr. Hulse); “For the Gravel;” “To thicken the Hair;”  “For a 
Strain or Bruize” (Lady Hulse); “A Sear Cloth;” “Pomatum for the Face;” “For a Dropsy” (Mrs Smith); “Ink of the Bank;” “A most excellent Receipt 
for the Bite of a mad Dog as can be attested and proved by the Inhabitants of Croditan [Creditan] in Devon;” and “To propagate the Sea or Beach 
Cale.” Popular during the 18th century, sea kale is a vegetable that tastes somewhere between asparagus and celery and is currently seeing a resurgence 
of popularity in English restaurants.2

In addition to Mr Withers, who contributed several different recipes, some of the names that appear include: Mrs. Matthews, Twerton, Mr Bear, 
Aunt Raw, Mrs Slainer, Mrs Pearse, Mrs D. Cruwys, Mrs Burridge, Mrs Pearl, Mrs Glyn (sometimes spelled “Miss Glynn”), Mrs Ann Richards, Mr 
Egleton, My Mother (or “My Mamma,” or simply “Mamma”), Betty Brown, Sister Walkey, MD, Mrs Pitt, Mrs Worth, Mr Green, Mrs Jermin, Lord 
Walpole [Robert Walpole, 1676-1745], Mrs Blandy, Mr P–d–y, Dr Mead, Mrs Hulse, Mrs Gunoys, Mr Elton, Mrs Colledge, Mrs Walkey, Dr Hulse 
[Sir Edward Hulse, 1682-1759], Lady Molesworth, Mrs Flyett, Chisseldon Surgeon [William Cheselden, 1688-1752], Lady Hulse, Mrs Spooner, Mrs 
Smith, Mrs Bere, Mrs Smyth of Cary Street, Mrs Hawkin, Mrs Blandy, Lady Huatch-Bull, Mrs Hammond, Mrs Hutton, Mr Loyde, Mrs Cholwich, 
and Mrs Sturt. 

Regarding the dating of the manuscript: considering that the dates (that are known) of the recipes’ authors are 1676-1745 (Walpole), 1682-1759 
(Hulse), and 1688-1752 (Cheselden), I would estimate the date of the original manuscript to c.1730, and our manuscript to c.1750. 

Unfortunately, the watermark doesn’t help too much with the date of the manuscript. It is a Pro Patria watermark with the Maid of Dord hold-
ing a scepter, and a rampant lion holding a sword and bunch of arrows; both of which stand within a fenced-in area. In his Watermarks in paper in Holland, 
England, France, Etc., in the XVII and XVIII Centuries, Churchill dates this watermark to 1693-1799. Our paper has two different countermarks. One is of a 
“GR” surmounted by a crown or miter, both of which are inside a circle, which is then surmounted by a second crown. There are branches of leaves 

2Sea kale is found on the Dorset coast, and its earlier popularity, has led to its being protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act in 1981.



on either side of the “GR” inside the circle. The second countermark is similar: 
it is of a “GR” surmounted by a crown, with branches on either side, all enclosed 
within a circle. The second countermark doesn’t have the secondary crown at the 
top. This watermark and these countermarks were not uncommon throughout the 
18th century, and they were usually used for paper made in Holland but intended 
for the English market.

There is only one note regarding the manuscript’s origin. On the verso of the 
upper wrapper is written in pencil:

Bragge family
Beaminster Dorsett
and Sadborrow
Dorsett

It’s not clear when this was written. The Bragge (or Bragg) family lived at Sadborrow  
(a.k.a. Sadborow, Sadboro, & Sadbury) Hall, Dorset, from 1577 to 1922. There 
was also a Susanna Bragg (1793-1861) who married Robert Whetham (1796-1849) 
in Beaminster, Dorset, in 1822. This may be the branch of the Bragg(e) family  
mentioned in the first part of the inscription. Susanna Bragg was the granddaughter 
of John Bragg, for whom the architect-builder John Johnson built the current incar-
nation of Sadborrow Hall, Dorset, in 1773-1775.

A note about the missing leaf. Because the index is complete, it is possible that the 
missing initial leaf was a blank. Additionally, from an inspection of the verso of 
the upper wrapper and the recto of the first leaf, it appears that this leaf has been 
missing for quite some time.

The title “Cookery Book” is written in a contemporary hand on the upper 
wrapper.

In good condition.



Coffee i s  Being Enjoyed from England
to the Orient

5. KNOLL, Johann Christian Gerhard. Lettre a un ami sur les operations du caffé. Quendlinburg: Schwan, 1752. 

4to. Woodcut printer’s device on title page, one woodcut historiated initial, one woodcut tailpiece. 20 pp. Marbled wrappers. $1800.00

The FIRST FRENCH EDITION of Knoll’s study of coffee, written in the form of a letter to a friend. Knoll likes his coffee (even noting its pleasant 
smell), and through a discussion of the writings of others (including the works of Le Sieur Andry, Hoffmann, Cohausen, Olearius, Duncan, & Stahl), 
he argues that coffee is not an enemy of beauty, does not reduce virility, and  is not contrary to the beliefs of Islam. (He even repeats the oft mentioned 
Arabic comparison of coffee to wine). Passages cover coffee’s preparation; its health properties (it is especially good for the blood and hypochondriacs); 
how it can help with migraines, deafness and scurvy; the benefits of it being both acidic and alkaline; and the overall joys of “la boisson aimable du Caffé.”

Johann Christian Gerhard Knoll (1726-57) was a doctor practicing in his home town of Halberstadt. He studied at Jena and Halle and published 
numerous works on medicine and pharmacy. 

On page 20, it is printed that our edition was issued in February, 1752. In the same year, with the same date on the final page, there is a German 
language edition of the same text, also printed by Schwan in Quendlinburg. The German edition is only 14 pages long, but a comparison of the two 
shows that ours is a French translation of the German-language edition. (Since nearly all of Knoll’s other works were published in German, it is prob-
able that his Lettre a un ami was first written in German.) The same woodcut ornaments appear in both editions.

With an early ownership inscription on the title page. 
In very good condition. 
¶ Hünersdorff, vol. I, pp. 804-805; OCLC: Northwestern University, National Library of Medicine, and five locations outside of the United 

States. Copies of the German-language edition are at the Wellcome Library, University of Scotland, and two locations in Germany. 



Of Pots & Pans

6. (CULINARY CHEMISTRY.) Serious reflections on 
the manifold dangers attending the use of copper 
vessels...designed for food to human bodies. London: 
Cooper, 1755. 

4to. Woodcut device on title page. 32 pp. Early drab wrappers. $3000.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this anonymous essay on the 
harmful effects of using copper in cooking pans and utensils. The author 
acknowledges copper’s malleability and beauty, and how it has become 
ubiquitous in kitchens. 

I need not tell you, Sir, that Copper Utensils are now employed in almost every 
Kitchen in the Kingdom; Copper Pots, Copper Stew-pans, Copper Sauce-pans and 
Copper Tea-kettles are all in daily use among us....These Utensils, from the very 
nature of the Metal, throw out a poisonous Matter, more or less, which mixing with 
our Food, renders it in a greater or lesser degree pernicious. – p. 8.

The poison, according to the author, is “Verdigrease, a rank caustic salt.” 
This substance can be tasted and found on copper even when it is simply 
exposed to the air; but it affects foods even worse, and to prove his point, 
the author describes what happens when copper comes into contact with 
simple ingredients such as water, vinegar, salt, butter, milk, and sugar. 

From these few Remarks on the Effect that Copper has on the simple Parts of our 
Food, what may we not fear when a multiplicity of Ingredients are combined? 
May we not reasonably infer, that those, who feed on the choicest Viands, have their 
Health so much the more exposed? As every Rank of People in the Kingdom make 
use of Copper Utensils, more or less, in dressing their Food, so every Rank must be 



more or less liable to suffer from the Taint it receives from them; but those who, not 
contented with plain and simple Diet, feed on the most labour’d Dishes, must surely 
hazard their health in a much more considerable degree; as the poisonous Particles 
must necessarily be thrown out in greater quantities, tho’ disguised, perhaps, in the 
Taste, by the high Flavour of a Ragout. – p. 12. 

The author notes that tinning can help, but that it is often removed 
by heat or overzealous scrubbing. Specific dishes and drinks are consid-
ered (from sweetmeats to drams); the copper’s effect on one’s health; and 
how plate iron, silver, and china are good, but that earthen ware is even 
better. 

In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: National Library of Medicine, Harvard, University of 

Minnesota, Duke University, Villanova University, and nine locations 
outside of the United States.  Not in the gastronomic bibliographies. 



A Gastronomic Comedy,  
Se t  in a Rel ig ious House in Bordeaux

7. [GOURRÈGES, Jean Baptiste.] Popel, ou le cuisinier 
du séminaire de Bordeaux, poëme héroï-comique en 
six chants. Bordeaux: Jean Chappuis, 1767.

8vo. Woodcut title page device, two illustrated woodcut headpieces 
(one signed by Roche), woodcut tailpieces. 71, [1 - blank], [2], 9, [1] pp.  
Contemporary wrappers somewhat soiled, contemporary manuscript on 
the upper wrapper, restoration to the spine and upper wrapper, wormholes 
towards the gutter of most leaves (sometimes affecting text), some worm-
holes repaired, untrimmed. $4500.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of this mock heroic poem about a chef 
named Brother Popel and his adventures cooking for the seminary of 
the archdiocese of Bordeaux. This particular copy is UNIQUE in that it 
includes a separately paginated section not recorded in OCLC, and a final 
manuscript portion of three pages that continues the work. 

Through the story of Brother Popel, Gourrèges reveals much about 
the gastronomic life of those living in a seminary and the role that the 
cook played. It is interesting to note that in the preliminary pages (in the 
“Épitre Dédicatoire”), Gourrèges celebrates the work of twelve specific 
cuisinières (female cooks) working in various religious institutions in the 
city of Bordeaux; each of them, and their places of work, are named. The 
recognition of female cooks in France was unusual for that time; the first 
cookbook written for women in France didn’t appear until 1746, only 
twenty-one years earlier,3 and the role of women as professional cooks 
was still fiercely debated.

3 Menon’s Cuisinière bourgeoise, Paris: Guillyn, 1746.



The story begins by telling how Brother Popel was selected to run the seminary’s kitchen after the last cook, Dorillon, died and how, to the 
astonishment of everyone, Popel’s managed to make a wonderful first meal. By way of training, Sister Lucile, a cook from a neighboring nunnery, then 
comes by to train Popel in the workings of the kitchen and teach him the necessary recipes.

Later, Popel gets into trouble because the smell of his food is so good, that the Prior orders the brothers’ studies to be ended fifteen minutes early. 
Eager to get to the dining table, the brothers abandon the teachings of St. Benedict and devote themselves to eating. The next problem arises when the 
smell of Popel’s ragouts are so good that they attract the nuns from a near-by nunnery. Discord ensues, and one of the nuns hides under the bed of 
Brother Simon. Later that night, the nun appears to Brother Simon in the form of a “fantome horrible.” Popel hears of the story, is frightened from his 
bed, and spends the rest of the night wandering around the seminary. One of the brothers, Trotin, is disgusted with the situation and decides to poison 
the daily soup to get rid of Popel; Popel finds out and cuts Trotin’s ears off.  The rest of the brothers go to the Prior to complain, eventually join together 
against Popel, and set siege to the kitchen, where Popel has barricaded himself. A terrible fight ensues, from which Popel eventually makes his exit.

Along the way, there is much (humorous) discussion of the various dishes Popel learns; how he cooks them; the nature of his kitchen (and his 
use of the “tourneabroche”); and what is served to the brothers of the seminary. Mention is made of drinking Bordeaux from Haut-Brion, due to the 
fact that the Seminary has a fine property in the parish of Pessac. 

Bound at the end is a separately paginated section of works related to the poem; these are unrecorded even though, in the “Avis du Libraire” (on 
the verso of the eratta page), we read that these were sent to the printer and, with the consent of the author of Popel, have been reprinted. 

The first is Critique de Popel, by Patrice Spicht “Cuisinier du Séminaire des Irlandais, de Bordeaux,” which begins (in rough translation): 

O you Popel my dear! You who are my all,
You who make the roast and the stew...

This is then followed by the Autre critique de Popel by the religious ladies of Sainte Catherine. Written in the form of a dialogue between Sister Macrine, 
Sister Flamine, and Sister Muce, they argue the relative merits of Gourrèges’ poem. The third, and last part of this unrecorded section, is a letter 
written by Le Baron d’Agés to the author of Popel, singing his praises of the work. 

Additionally, at the back of the book, are three pages of manuscript, written in the same hand as that which appears on the upper wrapper, and 
entitled “Remerciement de Popel a Patrice Spicht.” This appears to be an unpublished continuation of the work, in the form of a response to Spicht’s 
critique, and there is no record of this having ever been published.

It is very probable that this is a presentation copy from Gourrèges. On the upper wrapper is: 1. an inscription (later crossed out, and which 
appears again on page 71 “A Maitre Misaël Canihac”); a Latin inscription (in the same hand) that the book should be returned if it is lost; and, in a 
different (perhaps slightly later hand), “Cadele Mariane.” On the verso of the upper wrapper is the small modern bookplate of C.Y.M. Sufran. On 
the outside of lower wrapper is written “orange.” 

An interesting and unique copy (despite its less than perfect condition).
¶ OCLC: University of Chicago, Texas A&M University, and three locations outside of the United States.  





American Sturgeon to Clarify
Bri t i sh Wine & Beer

8. JACKSON, Humphrey. [Drop title:] An account of the  
discovery of the manner of making isinglass in Russia.  
[London: The Royal Society], 1772 [1773]. 

4to. One folding engraving. 16 pp. (B-C4.) Stitched marbled wrappers.  $850.00

The FIRST EDITION of this Philosophical Transactions extract on how the British 
can make isinglass in the same manner that it is made in Russia, but with American 
sturgeon.  Isinglass is a transparent form of gelatine derived from the air bladders 
(or “sounds”) of sturgeon that is used to clarify wine and beer and to make glue. 
At the time of this essay, isinglass was a very expensive British import from Russia 
and Jackson’s study had the potential for such a significant economic impact, that it 
caught the attention of Benjamin Franklin who corresponded with Jackson about 
his discoveries.4 As Jackson notes in this essay:

It is now no longer a secret that our lakes and rivers in North America are stocked with  
immense quantities of fish, said to be the same species with those in Muscovy [Russia], and 
yielding the finest isinglass, the fisheries whereof, under due encouragement, would doubtless 
supply all Europe with this valuable article. [Jackson continues in his footnote:] As the lakes of 
North America lie nearly in the same latitude with the Caspian Sea, particularly Lake Superior, 
which is said to be of greater extent, it was conjectured they might abound with the same sorts 
of fish, and, in consequence of public advertisements distributed in various parts of North 

4 Appleby, John H. “Humphrey Jackson, F.R.S., 1717-1801: A pioneering chemist,” in Notes 
and records of the Royal Society of London, Vol. 40, No. 2 (May 1986), p. 157.



America, offering premiums for the sounds [air bladders] of sturgeon, and other fish, for the purpose of making isinglass, several specimens of fine isinglass, the produce of fish 
taken in these parts, have been lately sent to England, with proper attestations as to the unlimited quantity which may be procured (pp. 4-5). 

The engraved folding plate shows the steps to make isinglass, followed by a page of explanation. At the top, the engraving notes that the plate comes 
from the “Philos. Trans. Vol. LXIII;” at the bottom, it is signed by “Basin, Sc.”

An account of the discovery of the manner of making isinglass in Russia was read before the Royal Society on 19 November 1772. Seven years earlier, in 1765, 
Humphrey had written a book entitled An essay on British isinglass. Although this earlier work is longer, An  account of the discovery is “not a rehash of his 
Essay...at least two-thirds of [An account] is completely new material, and the remainder is treated in a more concise, ‘philosophical’ manner.”5 An account 
is also rarer than An essay on British isinglass (according to OCLC). 

Humphrey (1717-1801) was a chemist and a member of the Royal Society who also wrote on bread (one of the earliest English works on food 
adulteration); how to preserve wood (an interest of the navy); tar water; and masonry. He also prepared a beer concentrate that was used by Cook 
on board both the Resolution and the Adventure and Joseph Banks was one of his sponsors to join the Royal Society. Humphrey sometimes also wrote 
under the name of “H. Jackson, chemist.” 

This is an extract from the Philosophical Transactions, vol. LXIII, 1773, and collates B-C4.
In very good condition.  
¶ OCLC: British Library. 

5Ibid, p. 162





An Extremely Rare & Early Catalogue of 
“Cooking Machines”

9. OLDHAM, James. A representation & description of the 
last improv’d air stove grate.... Concerning also a variety of 
his improvements on kitchen ranges &c. [London, c.1780.]

4to. Engraved title page, eighteen plates on ten folding leaves (with a total of 24 
different numbered illustrations – some of the plates have multiple numbered illus-
trations). 18 pp. Original blue glazed wrappers, printed label on the upper wrapper, 
wear to the spine, small edge tear to the lower wrapper.  $7500.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of James Oldham’s designs of 
kitchen and heating ranges. Oldham explains in his text that the stoves are designed 
to go into both existing chimneys (to replace the existing cooking and heating fire-
places), or into rooms where there is no stove yet installed. Either way, this work 
represents an important stage in the development of kitchen technology and one 
that would eventually lead to a multi-use stove such as the famous AGA cooker. 

The twenty-four numbered illustrations are primarily focused on cooking 
stoves, including kitchen grates with cast iron fronts; a kitchen range with an oven 
heated by the same fire; “a cooking machine properly adapted for any size kitchen;” 
a “cooking machine with 2 ovens, a hot closet, a large double boiler, iron hot plate, 
& steam closets, all heated by one fire;” and so on. Other engravings represent 
heating “air stoves,” many of which are ornamental, and incorporate a series of air 
tubes.

James Oldham (1750-1822) first appears in London directories in about 1780; 
one of his early bill-heads gives his name and address as “James Oldham Late Dol-
ley and Oldham, Ironmonger & Brazier, Corner of Brook Street, Holborn.” 

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC & ESTC: British Library and Yale only.



In Marbled Wrappers, 
St i t ched as Issued

10. BRIDELLE DE NEUILLAN.  Manuel pratique, où 
l’on traite des différentes manieres les plus simples 
& les meilleures, pour faire toutes sortes de vins, qui 
soient de qualité & de garde.  Avec l’art méthodique 
de les gouverner, joint à de nouveaux secrets pour les 
bonnifier & les moyens les plus sûrs pour les rétablir. 
Montargis: P. Prevost; Paris: Méquignon, 1781.

12mo. in 6s. Woodcut head and tailpieces. 2 p.l., vi, [7]-104 pp.  Contemporary  
marbled paper wrappers, stitched as issued, entirely untrimmed.
 $4000.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of this complete work on the making and 
care of wine, divided into three parts. The first chapter is concerned with 
the different methods of making wine, of establishing its quality, and its 
conservation with sections concerning champagne and various sweet wines. 
The second chapter discusses the stabilization of wine through the use of  
sulfur, how to raise wine’s alcohol content,  and how to treat damaged wine. 
The third and final chapter provides specific recipes, or “secrets,” on these  
improvements and the preparation of vinegar. Within the discussion of wine-
making, Bridelle de Neuillan cites the experiences of Maupin and Rozier.

A bright, crisp copy in original state. With the modest bookplate of 
Jean Luc Chagnon on the verso of the upper wrapper.

¶ Fritsch 100; Musset-Pathay, Bibliographie Agronomique, 1035—(mistaken-
ly giving the date as 1782); OCLC: University of California (Davis), Yale, five 
locations in Europe and one in Australia; Simon Gastronomica no. 251; Vicaire, 
col. 115. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Drexel, Georg, Horn-Arndt, or Oberlé.



On Tea Smug gl ing & Trade with China

11. ROUS, Thomas Bates. Observations on the commutation project. 
[London:] J. Jarvis, Wild-Court, 1786. 

8vo. 1 p.l., 26 pp. Later marbled wrappers. $1200.00

The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of Thomas Bates Rous’ discussion about the legal 
and illegal import of tea to England, for the “passion for this foreign article [i.e. tea] in all 
orders of people, down to the poorest wretch who can scarcely pay for bread, is so strong, 
that nothing but the price at which it has been sold, could in any degree controul [sic.] the 
most immoderate consumption.” Rous goes on to blame both the smugglers and the East 
India Company for the high price on this staple of the English diet, and notes that it has 
resulted in English tea costing 140-180% above the cost of tea on the Continent.

Because of this situation, the Commutation Act of 1784 was passed two years earlier 
to dramatically reduce the tax on tea (legally imported) and thus remove the market for 
smuggling. Rous’ complaint is that it also resulted in a major loss of revenue for the Crown, 
an increase in other taxes, and that an alternative means should have been found to combat 
the smuggling of tea and high price of the product. 

Different types of Chinese teas are covered (Bohea, Congou, Souchong, Singlo, 
and Hyson) and how the Commutation Act affected their price and the quality available  
(including freshness).  Strategies of trade with China are also discussed.

“By lowering duties so as to remove the incentive for smuggling, the Commutation Act 
of 1784 marks a turning-point in the history of the British tea trade. But, in addition, the 
Act specifies how the East India Company was to conduct its tea trade and thus substan-
tially qualified the monopolistic powers which the Company is frequently described to have 
exercised.” – Hoh-Cheung & Mui, “The Commutation Act and the Tea Trade in Britain,” 
in The Economic history review, December, 1963, p. 234. 

The manuscript corrections in our copy are printed correctly in the edition of  
J. Debrett that was issued later in the same year. 

¶ OCLC: University of Massachusetts Amherst and University of California (Berkeley) only.





Vineyards in the Loire Val l ey

12. (MANUSCRIPT: French viticulture.) Livre des rentes 
et autres propriétés appartenantes à Pierre Alexandre 
Billetou, marchand à Donzy. [c.1795 - c.1807.]

24.5cm x 14cm. [18] ll. Contemporary limp vellum wrappers, re-used 
from an earlier document, with a contemporary paper label affixed to the  
upper leaf, a slit is cut into the center of the upper wrapper, a multitude of 
writings and jottings on both upper and lower wrappers, recto and verso, 
binding held together with linen cords.  $2000.00

An interesting manuscript documenting the extent of various properties 
owned by a French bourgeois at the time of the Revolution. The owner, 
Alexandre Billetou, has written up page after page of all the lands he 
owns, with the value of the rents they bring to him and the names of the 
farmers who rent from him (one is named Antoine Moutot, mentioned 
on the recto of the third leaf ). There is often a reference to journées de vigne, 
which was an old term representing the amount of vineyard one person 
could work in one day. 

All the plots are around the town of Donzy, located in the extreme 
north-west of Burgundy, in the department of Nièvre. Donzy is near the 
Loire and faces Sancerre, located on the other side. Two white wines 
are produced in the region: Pouilly-sur-Loire, made from the Chasselas 
grape, and Pouilly-fumé, made from Sauvignon Blanc. Under the Ancien 
Régime, these wines were distributed to Fontainebleau, Versailles, and 
Paris and were very much appreciated at court.

Probably begun in year IV (1795-1796), the document was continu-
ously updated until around 1807. Some vineyard acquisitions date back to 
the end of the 18th century, but most of the land was bought by Billetou 
in the years following the Revolution. He benefitted from favorable  



circumstances, particularly when buying property designated as “acquis 
de la Nation.” One example is on the 14th leaf where he buys a piece of 
land called Le Grand Pré du Chapitre, which had belonged to the church.  

On the final four leaves, another writer, in May and June of 1837, has 
noted numerous expenses for food. (These entries are entered in with the 
manuscript flipped around, i.e. from back to front and upside down relative 
to the earlier manuscript.) Within the many columns of expenses, there 
is mention of various types of meat (including beef tenderloin and veal 
tenderloin and chops); du gras double en fricassée, chickens, cheese, and eggs, 
and 40 francs paid for a raccomodage de casseroles (?). There is also a record of 
30 francs paid to the winemaker Pierre Berthier from Montbenoit in the 
municipality of Pougny, pour les flacons de la vigne de la Garde. Remarkably, a 
Berthier producer still exists today in Montbenoit, where they produce a 
Pouilly Fumé and a Coteaux du Giennois (both red and white)!

From the collection of Bernard Chwartz, the well-known 20th cen-
tury wine collector. 

A beautiful object. 





A Burgundian Family Vineyard 
During the Revolut ion

13. (MANUSCRIPT: French viticulture.) Partage entre les 
héritiers Nodot des biens délaissés par leus père et mère. 
[Burgundy], 1796.

30.5cm x 23.5cm. One large double-page watercolor. [43], [1 - blank] ll. Contemporary 
stiff wrappers, untrimmed. $3500.00

An interesting manuscript concerning some important vineyards in Burgundy 
during the Revolutionary Period in France. The document spells out breaking 
up of the lands owned by Bernard Claude Nodot and Reine Garnier, so that the 
lands can be given to their children, Joseph Nodot, Charles Jean Francois Nodot, 
and Bernard Claude Nicolas Nodot, all of whom live in Chalon sur Saone. The 
manuscript describes the parcels, buildings, their contents, and the values of the 
components of each property. The final valuation comes to 187,328 Livres. 

The final part describes which descendants received which parcels. There is 
also information on the family and its wine business, as well as the nature of the 
property’s previous sale. 

What is amazing is that the family owned vineyards in important regions: 
“Domaine de Meursaut” [sic.], “Domaine de Savigny-sous-Beaune,” “Fonds 
situés sur le territoire de Demigny,” “Domaine de Laives,” Vineyards Clos Vallot, 
Combes, Templières, aux Bordes.

The lovely double page watercolor and drawing show the location of twenty 
buildings on one of the properties as well as the location of the vineyard. There is also 
a description of how these buildings and the property will be divided into two lots. 

Several pages have contemporary red and black ink notary stamps. There are 
also some early 19th century annotations in a different hand. On the final page is 
the signature of the notary. 

A handsome document illustrating an early period in Burgundy’s wine history.



From the Dangers of Economic Precari ty
to New Oven Design;

Not in American Libraries

14. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity,) Siauve, 
Étienne-Marie. Mémoire sur diverses constructions en 
terre ou argile, propres à faire jouir les petits ménag-
es de l’économie des combustibles, et applicables à  
cuisine du soldat. Paris: Pougens [Poitiers: Barbier], 1804. 

4to. Three folding plates. 1 p.l., 49, [1 - blank] pp. Original pink wrappers, 
some expert restoration to the spine. $1000.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work on the design and use 
of ovens made from earth or clay. Siauve considers his activities within 
the tradition of St. Vincent de Paul and Rumford, and discusses how his  
ovens will help the poor and homeless. Specifically, these oven designs 
will be of particular use to houses of charity and charitable organiza-
tions. Siauve goes on to speak about what we would today call economic  
precarity, and how the working man – l’homme laborieux – won’t ask for 
help and, yet, lives only one accident away from extreme indigence. It is 
for this class of people that Siauve has designed his ovens.

After further elaborating on the needs that exist in society, Siauve  
describes the design and function of his ovens and how their portability has 
also been useful to the military. Towards the end are letters of testimony.

The large folding plates depict the ovens. 
¶ OCLC: University of Manchester and Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin. 





From Fruit  Trees to Bread Making

15. (MANUSCRIPT: French food & agriculture.) Des Pépinières Des assolement Des Blés, orges, Legumes de toutes 
Espèc[es], Racines de toutes especes et les plantes filamenteuses: lin, chanvre &c. [c.1808.]

26cm x 20cm. [140] pp. Original wrappers with title in manuscript on the upper wrapper, spine renewed, some deterioration along outer lower margin 
(due to wine?) affecting some words of each leaf with loss of text. $1000.00

An extensive French manuscript, written in a single hand, on the cultivation and rotation of various crops. On the upper wrapper the name “Lamary” 
appears; we have not been able to identify who Lamary was nor find evidence of the manuscript having been published.  

The work discusses the establishment of nurseries and the cultivation of trees for lumber; fruit trees; resinous trees; flax; hemp; and foodstuffs 
such as wheat, fruit, and vegetables (including the potato, Jerusalem artichoke, turnip, carrot, rutabaga, and beets). 

Interestingly, in the section on the potato the author includes a discussion of the potato pour l’homme and another on the potato’s conversion 
into flour. The presence of this section can be seen as a direct result of the various efforts by Parmentier to introduce the potato to France; in 1773 
he published his first work on the potato and at the writing of this manuscript, Parmentier was still alive. 

There are also several pages devoted to making bread;  the threshing of wheat; the milling of wheat; the use of salt in bread; the tools needed to 
make bread; on leaven bread; the kneading of bread; the “boxing” of bread, and du pain Biscuit; as well as others on the conservation and use of various 
grains and beans (rye, buckwheat, oats, corn, haricots, lentils). 

The passages on farming are concerned with productivity as well as the need for crop rotation. In one of these sections, the crops of 1787 to 
1807 are discussed. 



“Foreshadowing Pasteur ’s  Discoveries ;” 
In Orig inal Wrappers

16. APPERT, Nicolas. L’Art de conserver, pendant 
plusieurs années toutes les substances animales et 
végétales. Paris: Patris, 1810.

8vo. One folding plate. xxxii, 116 pp. Original blue wrappers, entirely  
untrimmed, stitched as issued, preserved in a clamshell box by Sangorski 
& Sutcliffe. $2500.00

FIRST EDITION of the most famous book in food conservation.  
Appert “learned the art of cooking from his father, who was an hotelier. 
He worked at first in the service of the Duke of Deux-Ponts and was 
officier de bouche to the Princess of Forbach. In 1780 he established himself 
in business as a confectioner in the Rue des Lombards in Paris. The  
Directory government offered a prize of 12,000 francs for the discovery 
of a process to preserve the food destined for the Army. Appert perfected 
a sterilization method which was named after him — appertisation. In 1804 
he built a factory in Massy (on land where peas and beans had been 
cultivated) and started up the production of bottled preserved foods. In 
1810 the government officially recognized his discovery and awarded him 
the prize. In the same year, Appert published L’art de conserver....” Larousse 
Gastronomique, p. 28.

A good copy in original state; with Appert’s signature on the verso 
of the ½ title page.

¶ Bitting p. 13; Oberlé 184; Toussaint-Samat, History of Food, p. 740: 
“This ‘theory,’ foreshadowing Pasteur’s discoveries, most notably pasteur-
ization itself, is expressed in the cautiously imprecise language of the 
period;” Vicaire col. 34.



Agrarian Recommendat ions & the Country Cook;
Unrecorded?

17. SERVO A TUTTI e sono per chi mi vuole ossia il massaro 
del curato di campagna almanacco per l’anno 1813. Milan: 
Giovanni Silvestri, 1813.

16mo in 8’s. Decorative border on title page. 144 pp. Original stiff paper wrappers, 
lightly rubbed, marbled free endpapers at front and back, one inch tear to leaf b2 (text 
still legible).  $950.00

The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this Italian farmer’s almanac. For the 
collector of gastronomy the second half of the book is of particular interest. It 
includes 132 numbered recipes and directions ranging from pasta di gnocchi to tartara 
to how to preserve foods through the use of salt. The balance of the book contains 
information specific to farming organized according to responsibilities at different 
times of the year (e.g. July for flour, September for rice, November for bees, etc.). 

The diminutive format of the book and its simple recipes and affordable 
recipes, indicate that the cookbook was intended for those of modest means. Prior 
to the 19th century, most cookbooks were intended for noble and bourgeois house-
holds. Works such as Servo a tutti, were written for an emerging market that would 
take about 100 years before it could challenge the dominance of haute cuisine. 

Early library shelf-mark sticker on the recto of the first upper free endpaper; 
an ownership inscription “Nancy Rousseau” on the recto of the marbled paper 
upper free endpaper; “Domco Marchielli” on the verso of the same leaf; occasional 
early marginal notes and scribbling. From the collection of Claudio Benporat, the 
twentieth-century scholar, author, and food historian.

A very good copy in a contemporary interim binding. 
¶ Not in B.IN.G. (though there are a number of listings for later years of the 

almanac), Bitting, Cagle, OCLC, Paleari Henssler (though the 1814 almanac is), 
Simon, Vicaire, or Westbury.



A Variant Unknown to Moon?

18. (CHILDREN’S LITERATURE.) The Happy court-
ship, merry marriage, and pic nic dinner of cock robin 
and jenny wren. To which is added, alas! The doleful 
death of the bridegroom. London: Printed for J. Harris, 
corner of St. Paul’s, 1814.

Small square 4to. Engraved and hand-colored frontispiece and twenty- 
five hand-colored and engraved plates. 16 pp. Original printed beige  
wrappers, light wear and soiling, expert restoration to the foot of the spine. 
 $750.00

An extremely rare early edition of John Harris’s very popular and hand-
somely illustrated children’s book telling the story of Cock Robin . This 
copy is bound in the original wrappers and the twenty-six engravings are 
all carefully hand-colored in a contemporary hand.

The poem begins with “Robin in Love” and the various steps he 
takes to marriage. To celebrate, the two newly weds have a picnic to which 
their friends are invited: 

The Birds were asked to dine; 
Nor were the Birds alone,
But many a pretty Beast,
That had Cock Robin known. 
They had a Cherry Pie,
Besides some Currant Wine,
And ev’ry Guest brought something,
That sumptuous they might dine.



This is followed by a lovely colorful engraving entitled “Pic-Nic Dinner” showing a squirrel, a dog, and nine birds around a table laden with food. 
Other engravings include several of the various guests and their gifts (the Magpie brought cheese), and one entitled “Drinking Health” which shows 
five birds with glasses of the currant wine. Sadly, the poem ends with Cock Robin’s accidental death as he tries to protect his new wife from the  
harassment of the Cuckoo bird. 

Although this copy is very similar to item no. 144.4 in Marjorie Moon’s John Harris’s books for youth, 1801-1843, it is not exactly the same. The 
plate count and misprint on page 4 are identical, and the dates on the engravings (1806) are the same, but our copy has a different publisher’s binding. 
Moon calls for a picture of John Harris’s shop on the front of the wrappers. Ours does not have this. Ours is simply printed with the work’s title page 
information surrounded by an ornamental border. However, our copy does retain its original publisher’s binding. 

John Harris (1756-1846) published children’s literature from the end of the 18th century to the middle of the 19th century. His works were very 
popular with children and brought him a great deal of success. As noted on the upper wrapper, Harris was the “successor to E. Newberry, at the 
Original Juvenile Library.” 

A very good copy.
¶ OCLC: New York Public Library and British Library only (though neither of them seem to have the same publisher’s binding). 



Potatoes to Flour

19. CHALLAN, Antoine Didier Jean Baptiste. Rapport 
fait a la séance publique de la société royale et centrale  
d’agriculture, le 29 mars 1818, sur…la culture des 
pommes de terre, la préparation et l’emploi de 
leurs produits, l’invention ou le perfectionnement des 
machines propres à les convertir en farine. Paris:  
Madame Huzard, 1818.

8vo. 139 pp. Original blue wrappers, untrimmed, a crisp and bright copy. 
 $800.00

The FIRST SEPARATE EDITION of Challan’s (1754-1831) report to 
the Société royale et centrale d’Agriculture concerning potato cultivation; 
what to do with them; and the invention of machines necessary to con-
vert the potatoes to flour. The report was presented to Labbé, Dubois, 
Petit de Beauverger, Sageret, Vilmorin, & Yvart (the commissioners of the 
Société) and is an extract from the Société’s Mémoires (published earlier in 
the same year). 

In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: USC, Washington Univ., and two in Europe. Not in 

Binder, Die Brotnahrung: Auswahl-Bibliographie zu ihrer Geschichte und Bedeutung, 
Bitting, Cagle, Simon, or Vicaire.



The Founder of Modern Agricul tural Sc i ence ;
Extremely Rare

20. THAER, Albrecht Daniel. Principi Ragionati d’Agricoltura. Firenze: Piatti, 1818.

8vo. Five folding printed tables and four folding engraved plates. 3 p.l., vii, 232 pp.; [3]-300, [4] pp.; 246, [4] pp.; vi, [3]-231, [5] pp.; 240, [4] pp.; 227, [5] 
pp.; 205, [6] pp.; 279, [6] pp. 8 volumes. Original wrappers, printed paper labels on spines, some spines chipped, entirely unopened. $1000.00

The extremely rare First Italian Edition of Thaer’s magnum opus, The Principals of Rational Agriculture, considered to be one of the most important texts 
in scientific agriculture. First published as Grundsäte der rationellen landwirtschaft, 1809-12, 4 vols, the first English edition didn’t appear until 1980. 

The folding engraved plates depict geological formations and plans for irrigation and farming. The folding tables chart types of farming 
activities, when they should be done, the number of hours to be spent on each activity, organization of agricultural lands, areas to be set aside for 
edible plants, animals, etc. 

Thaer (1752-1828) was famous for his support of the humus theory of plant nutrition.  He was also one of the founders of Humboldt University 
in Berlin in 1810.

¶ OCLC records an incomplete set at the National Agricultural Library only.



An Extremely Rare Grimoire

21. LE SECRET des secrets de nature, extrait tant du  
petit Albert que d’autres Philosophes Hebreux, Grecs, 
Arabes, Caldéens, Latins, et plusieurs autres modernes. 
Montbèliard: Librairie de Deckherr Frères, c.1820.

16mo. Title within an ornamental border. 72 pp. Stitched as issued and 
without wrappers, corners dog-eared, first and final leaf lightly worn.
 $850.00

An extremely rare edition of the Petit Albert book of secrets, here  
presented in the form of a chapbook. The work first appeared in the early 
18th century, and evolved through different editions. The current edition 
includes love potions; recipes to mute barking dogs; wine preservation; 
number games; how to immediately fatten a horse; perpetual motion; 
ink-making; various magic tricks; an ointment to attract trout; how to 
roast a chicken in a box in two hours; how to write letters in gold or silver; 
and how to marble paper.

The three Deckherr brothers worked together between 1812 and 
1832. 

A wonderful survival. 
¶ OCLC: one location in Switzerland and one in France. 



An Invent ion to Make the Mil l ing of Flour Easier

22. YVART, Jean Augustin Victor, M. LABBÉ, & Antoine Didier 
Jean Baptiste CHALLON. Rapport fait a La Société Royale 
et Centrale d’Agriculture, dans sa séance du 18 mars 1818, sur 
l’usage des moulins à bras. Paris: Madame Huzard, 1821.

8vo. Two folding plates, printer’s device on title page. 54 pp. Stitched as issued with 
original blue lower wrapper only, signatures unopened, faint quarter-inch damp 
staining to first leaf along spine. $500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this rare work on the use and purpose of a 
portable flour mill, described here by three of the prominent experts in the field 
at the time. The mill is designed to convert grain into flour and to be portable 
enough to take to regions not well-served by existing mills. 

The device has a double handle allowing one person on each side to turn the 
crank of the mill to process the grain into flour. Comparisons are made to wind 
and water mills and anecdotal information is provided on production levels and 
the mill’s usefulness to bakers. 

In early 19th-century France, there were numerous efforts to lower the price of 
bread and various grains. This resulted in many experiments in grain conservation, 
flour made from potatoes, and milling. The current work comes out of that effort 
to better meet the nutritional needs of the French citizenry. 

The folding plates depict this grain-milling apparatus and are accompanied 
by explanatory text. 

Lacking the upper wrapper, otherwise a very good copy. On the final leaf we 
read that five hundred copies of the Report were printed to be distributed to the 
different Sociétés agricoles in the regional departments of France.

¶ OCLC: University of Delaware and one location in Europe only. Not in 
Bitting, Cagle, Simon, or Vicaire.



Metal Si los for the Preservat ion of Flour and Grain

23. SAINTE-FARE BONTEMPS, Chevalier & DEJEAN, 
Jean François Aimé. Economie publique, résumé de 
toutes les expériences faites pour constater la bonté 
du procédé proposé par M. le Comte Dejean, pour 
la conservation illimitée des grains et farines. Paris: 
Banchelier, March 1824.

8vo. 40 pp. Original pink wrappers, stitched as issued, slight wear with 
some loss of paper along spine. $500.00

The very rare FIRST EDITION of Sainte-Fare Bontemps and Dejean’s 
recommendations for the storage and preservation of grain and flour. 
Specific past construction projects are discussed, tables are provided for 
an overview of the use of metal silos, and arguments for their use are not-
ed for different regions in France. 

Written for the good of the French public and to meet the coun-
try’s nutritional and economic needs, the work comes out of France’s 
post-Revolutionary efforts to better feed the poor. On the verso of the 
title page we read that the work was also inserted into the Annales de  
l’Industrie Nationale et Étrangère for the month of March, 1824.

A very good copy in original state. With a “fautes & corriger” errata 
slip pasted down on the verso of the title page. 

¶ OCLC records microfilm copies only in the US.



Logs to Lumber
& Recipes

24. (MANUSCRIPT: English lumber calculations and farm-
house recipes.) Pinyon, J. Duodecimals. 25 April 1827.

19.5cm x 16cm. [44] pp. Contemporary illustrated wrappers, light spotting 
to wrappers, wear to upper inch of spine, lower corners of wrappers worn, 
woven paper lightly browned due to paper quality.  $1500.00

A lovely modest manuscript, filled with beautiful watercolors of yellow 
tree branches and thirty-four recipes, and bound in attractive printed 
wrappers. The upper wrapper shows  “The Cockatoo” standing on a 
branch and surrounded by an ornamental border; the lower wrapper is 
of “The Swan” within the same border. Both nearly fill the entire page. 
This is an example of an early publisher’s notebook, or writing book, 
pre-dating the ubiquitous marbled composition book (which doesn’t  
appear until the 1880s in France and Germany). Before the early 19th centu-
ry, most notebooks were either homemade with scraps of paper, or sold at 
stationer’s shops with plain or marbled wrappers.

The first part of the manuscript is entitled “Duodecimals” and it is 
written in a clear, elegant hand. The first section shows how to calculate 
the square footage of a board, with several examples, each getting progres-
sively more complicated. This is followed by a word problem on how to 
calculate the “worth of 8 squares of glass” at a  price of 4-1/8 d. per foot. 
(In all cases, the answers are provided at the bottom.)

Next are the math problems that calculate the volume of a log (some 
up to 30 feet long and with “Y”s where other limbs branch off). In this 
section, the logs are drawn out in ink and watercolor and are beautiful 
in their simplification of the form. Each log is a different shape, and the 
calculations are shown, step by step. 



Lastly, in this watercolored section, there are six pages of non-symmetrical and curved boards for which calculations are given to determining 
their volume. These are not logs, but boards that range in thickness (from 3-9 inches), are odd shapes, and up to 35 feet long. Again, answers are given 
at the bottom of each page.

The second part of the book is a compilation of thirty-four farmhouse recipes written out in a different hand and in two columns. Some of 
the recipes are remedies for livestock, others are for maintaining a household. Examples include “Winter Food for Cows;” “Hay Tea” (an inexpensive 
food for calves so “the valuable article of milk may be saved for other purposes”); “Efficacy of Salt in Renovating Barren Apple Trees;” “To keep 
Hares & Rabbits from Apple Trees;” “Composition for a Cement To Resist Fire and Water;” “To Correct Damaged Grain;” “An Effectual cure for a 
Cut Bruise or Burn;” “To prevent Snow water penetrating Books & Shoes” (a coating made from bees wax and mutton suet); “Method of obtaining 
flowers of different Colours on the same item;” “To defend the Roof of a house from fire & the weather” (a protective material made of ash, lime, and 
sand); “Coating for Canvass;” “Economical Water colour for Rooms;” and directions for making a “Double Power Pump” that includes a diagram. 



There is also an interesting entry pertaining to astronomy. “From the distances of the Planets and their quantities of matter we are enabled to 
calculate the precise times in which supposing them at their mean distance they would perform their journey. The Moon would fall to the Earth in 
4 days 20 hours. Mercury will fall to the Sun 15 days 13 hours.” And so on from Venus to “Herschel” (i.e. Uranus, discovered by Herschel in 1781). 

This second section may have been composed by someone named James Cox as his name appears at the bottom of several recipes (especially 
those relating to animal husbandry and veterinary science). On the verso of the upper wrapper is written “JPinyon / 25 April 1827.”

In very good condition. 



On Olives and Olive Cult ivat ion
in the Gard & Vaucluse

25. BARJAVEL, Casimir François Henri and JAMET, L’Abbé F. Traité 
complet de la culture de l’olivier. Marseille: Camoin & Paris: Hu-
zard, 1830.

8vo. 2 p.l., 252 pp. Original printed green wrappers, title on upper wrapper inside of an  
ornamental border, some wear to spine, untrimmed and mostly unopened. $1500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Barjavel and Jamet’s treatise on olives and  
olive tree cultivation in the Gard and Vaucluse, two departments in the Southwest of France. 
In fact, Barjavel is a  a physician who is a friend of Jamet’s, and the current work is Barjavel’s 
presentation of Jamet’s observations and recommendations for olive cultivation, collected by 
Jamet after more than thirty years of olive farming in the Gard and Vaucluse.

The current work seeks to make olive cultivation more possible and profitable for the 
farmers in this region, especially in light of the various changes in weather that region had 
suffered in recent years. Chapters cover olive tree cultivation from the shoots that grow up 
from the tree’s trunk; on various types of nurseries; olive tree transplantation; how to care 
for newly planted trees; grafting; culture des oliviers; fertilizing; pruning; the mounding of soil 
around the trees (buttage); and the various ailments that olive trees can suffer. Throughout, 
the work of other authors is discussed, from classical times to the present, while still being 
richly informed by Jamet’s own experience working with olive trees as a farmer.  

A good copy in original state, bound in handsome green wrappers. 
¶ Donno, Bibliografia sistematica dell’olivo e dell’olio di oliva, p. 26; OCLC: New York Public  

Library, University of California (Los Angeles), University of Georgia, National Agricul-
ture Library, Cincinnati Historical Library, Lloyd Library (OH), Mount Angel Abby Library 
(OR), Hagley Museum (DE), Virginia Tech, and four locations outside of the United 
States. 



Legal izat ion of Home Brew;
Extremely Rare

26. (BEER & CIDER.) An Act to permit the general sale 
of beer and cyder in England. Passed 23rd July, 1830. 
Newcastle: Fordyce, 1830.

4to. Woodcut printer’s device on title page. 20 pp. Stitched as issued, un-
trimmed, soiling to final two leaves $950.00

The FIRST EDITION of a rare abstract for an important act regarding 
the public sale of beer and cider in England. This act allowed “house-
holders” the opportunity to apply for a license to sell beer (from a public 
or private house) for a duty of 2 pounds, 2 shillings. This resulted in a 
boom of new beer houses and small pubs opening all over England. It did 
not however have the intended effect of reducing the public consumption 
of spirits, primarily gin (See Shadwell, Drink, temperance and legislation, p. 34). 

Sections include “Of selling Beer by retail, and taking out License;” 
“By whom Licenses shall be granted;” “No License to Sheriff’s Officer, on 
Non-householder;” “Persons retailing Beer shall put up Boards;” “Penalty 
on selling without License;” “Houses to be closed by Order of Justices in 
cases of Riot;” and “Penalty on mixing Drugs in Beer, or adulterating it.”  

Extremely rare to be found in original state. Inscribed on title page: 
“Presented to Mr. Dickson by TJT.”

A good copy. 
¶ Not in Bitting, Cagle, OCLC, Schoellhorn, or Simon.



Gorgonzola

27. CATTANEO, Luigi. Sul Modo pratico di fabricare il formaggio 
grasso detto stracchino di gorgonzola. Milan: Luigi di Giacomo Pi-
rola, 1840.

8vo. Woodcut vignette on title page. 16 pp. Original brown printed wrappers with decorative 
border, wrappers lightly spotted and faded, clean and crisp within.  $950.00

The FIRST SEPARATE EDITION (see below) of this rare work on Gorgonzola cheese.  
“A blue-veined cheese named after its place of origin, a locality which is now part of the 
eastern suburbs of Milan. Its birth is connected with at least two legends. The first tells 
of a herdsman who, having milked his cows in the fields around Gorgonzola, left for other 
pastures but forgot to take the bucket of milk. When he returned he added the new, fresher 
milk to the forgotten milk, which by then had coagulated. From this mixture, Gorgonzola was 
born. The other story relates how an innkeeper in Gorgonzola used to be paid in cheeses by 
shepherds who came to stay at his inn. The cheese was the soft mild Crescenza. One day some 
of the cheeses went bad and the innkeeper decided to destroy them. Just then some custom-
ers walked in, tasted the cheese and thougth it very good. This crescenza that had gone bad  
became a new cheese - Gorgonzola.” – Anna del Conte, Gastronomy of Italy, p. 182. Gorgonzola is 
a type of stracchino cheese, that is, like crescenza, quartirolo, robiola, and Taleggio, Gorgonzola is made 
from fresh, warm, cow’s milk that is mixed with milk from the day before. 

Cattaneo is also the author of Il caseificio o la fabbricazione dei formaggi (1837), another rare 
and important Italian work on cheese. On the verso of the title page of the current work we 
read that Sul Modo pratico di fabricare il formaggio grasso detto stracchino di Gorgonzola first appeared in 
volume III of Il Politecnico (Milan). 

With an early inked stamp “Tipografia e libreria di Gio. Silvestre, Milano” on the 
upper wrapper. 

¶ B.IN.G. 438; OCLC: University of Illinois, and two locations in Europe only; Paleari 
Henssler p. 172. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Simon, Vicaire, or Westbury. 





From Melon Ice Cream to
Punch à la Vic tor ia

28. LE LIVRE DE GLACE. Paris: Lahoche, 1845. 

8vo. Wood engraving on title page and one large folding lithograph plate (trimmed close at top and  
bottom). 2 p.l., iv, 120 pp. Contemporary dark blue wrappers, some expert restorations to edges of 
wrappers and along spine, untrimmed.  $2000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this anonymous study of ice and ice cream.  
Sections discus the history of the use of ice in Europe from its earliest times (first as a luxury– comme 
article de luxe) to instructions on how to produce pure and solid ice by means of a refrigeration appliance. 

There are three different sections of recipes: ices made in the Italian style; ices made from  
water; and those made with cream. Among the sorbetti and gelati recipes we find those for lemon; or-
ange; currant; mocha (more of a fromage glacé calling for eggs and cream and frozen in a mold); choco-
late; wine; and a Punch à la Victoria (which calls for oranges, egg whites, rum, and eau-de-vie).

The section on ices made with water (similar to the sorbetti, but I think less intense in flavor  
because more water is called for), there are recipes for grape; banana;  cherry; currant; peach; straw-
berry; raspberry; melon; barberry; and ginger.

On the section for ice creams, there are directions for making ice cream with ratafia; banana; 
ginger; apricot; orange; vanilla; pistachio; cookies; maraschino cherry; and tea. There are even special 
chapters on the Palace of Ice in Saint Petersburg; the ice cream of Bengal (where they use roses in their 
ice cream); and how to sell ice cream. 

At the end is a folding lithographic plate depicting six early models of home refrigerators, with 
the configuration, weight, and price of each model, as well as direction for its placement in the home 
– “This piece of furniture should be placed unobtrusively in the kitchen or even in the dining room.” 
All equipment can be bought from M.r Lahoche at 153, Galerie Valos-Palais-Royal, Paris. There is 
also an appendix describing a washing machine for knives with directions for its operation, duration 
of operation, size, and price.

In good condition. 
¶ Cagle 287; Drexel 164; OCLC: University of Indiana and two locations in Europe; and Vicaire 529.  



Help the Vigneron to Make a Living !

29. [MAUDET, Pierre.] Observations relatives a l’impot 
sur les boissons. Origine et cause de la perturbation 
des vignobles. Paris: Dupont, 1849. 

8vo. 40 pp. with one printed leaf laid in. Original printed yellow-beige 
wrappers, stitched as issued, light wear to the upper and lower portion of 
spine.  $500.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this study by Pierre 
Maudet on the relationship between government policy and viticulture 
and wine making. Sections describe the complaints that viticulturists and 
wine makers have with government policy and how they feel that the gov-
ernment makes it impossible to make a profit; levels of taxation; produc-
tion levels in certain regions (e.g. Bordeaux); complaints about the role of 
the middleman in commerce, and how this reduces profits for the wine 
maker; the difficulty of variation in crop and seasonal weather; and so on.

The complaints of the wine makers are then followed by observa-
tions and comments by Maudet addressing the issues. The only other 
known copy of this text is at the Bibliothèque nationale de France and 
they are lacking the Supplément leaf laid in (which addresses an issue for 
viticulturists in Charente; most of the publication was concerned with 
Bordeaux). This leaf was also printed by Dupont in Paris.

Maudet describes himself (on page 40), as a “Négociant en vins, 
Ancien cultivateur, A Boissy-Saint-Léger” (located about 20km to the 
southeast of Paris). Maudet also wrote other works on distillation and 
the freedom of the press under Napoleon. 

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Bibliothèque nationale de France. Not in the usual  

gastronomic bibliographies.



An Extremely Rare Conversat ion about Cider

30. CIDRE, DIT VIN de pommes ou de poires, manière 
de le preparer selon la méthode de Normandie, par un 
agronome du Canton de Penne. Villeneuve-Sur-Lot: 
G. Leygues, 1854.

8vo. 35 pp. Original pale pink wrappers with a vignette on upper wrapper, 
stitched as issued, lightly wrinkled.  $800.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this extremely rare book on apple  
and pear cider. Structured around a conversation between a priest 
(Jérome), a property owner (Alphonse), a former military man (Basile), 
an owner of a boat on the Lot River (Bernard), a farmer who owns his 
property (Léon), a carpenter (Julien), an olive oil maker (Philippe), and 
a cooper-sommelier (Boniface). Methods of cider-making are discussed, 
types of apples and pears, passages of earlier agricultural works and what 
they have to say about cider-making, etc. 

With an early institutional library stamp on the title page affecting 
one letter.

In very good, original stitched-as-issued condition. 
¶ OCLC: Bibliothèque nationale only; Vicaire col. 175. Not in Bit-

ting, Cagle, or Simon.



Perfume, Morphine,  and Leather Flasks

31. CATALOGUE of medicines, chemicals, perfumery, and druggists’ goods, 
imported and sold by Charles H. Atwood, 19 Central St., Boston. [Boston:] 
Geo. Rand & Avery, c.1860.

16mo in 8s. Woodcut on title page. 32 pp. Stitched as issued and laid in printed yellow wrappers,  
slightly dusty.  $250.00

UNRECORDED. A curious little American catalogue, extremely rare, offering a wide range of  
general store products, including those for the home chemist. The work begins with “Fine French 
Chemicals” (including morphine and sulphate of quinine); “English Solid Extracts” (e.g. “Opium, 
pure”); essential oils (geranium, verbena, citronella, sandal, patchouly, anis, etc.); “French Medica-
ments” (as pastilles or dragées and including a chestnut oil); “Lubin’s Extracts” (scented oils); “Wines 
and Liquors (though no actual wines, just spirits, liquor, and beers and a grape alcohol for perfume 
making); brushes; stationary; toilet articles; “Atwood’s Preparations;” four pages listing different 
perfumes (this is the most extensive section); “Flint Glass Ware;” and then full-page descriptions of 
Atwood’s Gin, Atwood’s Brandy, Golden Sherry Wine, and Atwood’s Old Columbia Whiskey.

Also included are products listed simply as “Sundries.” These include post office scales;  
mortars and pestles; rubber protectors; “Enamelled Oil Silk;” vinaigrettes; “Smyrna Saffron;”  
toothpicks (quill and bone); money purses; dominoes; chessmen; “Leather Flasks, with Cups;” and 
“Ornamented Porcelain Pots, labelled any name desired.” 

At the foot of the title page is printed “Orders received and promptly executed, through my 
Agents in London and Paris, for all kinds of Chemicals, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Philosophical 
Apparatus, &c., special attention being paid to this branch of my business.” 

As an object, this is quite lovely. It is two quires, stab-stitched, and then laid into printed yellow 
wrappers. There is no indication that it was ever, nor was intended to be, attached to the wrappers. An 
amazing survival. 

In fine condition. 
¶ Not in OCLC. For information on Atwood, see the article “C. H. Atwood – Neat bitters 

bottles with fluted necks” at www.peachridgeglass.com.





Pennsylvania Cookery

32. (MANUSCRIPT: American cookery and medicine.) 
Family expense book. [Pennsylvania, c.1860.] 

18cm x 12.2cm. [48] pp. Contemporary blind and gilt-stamped cloth 
wrappers, sympathetic restoration to spine, some leaves with small tears 
restored, spotting throughout, leaves browned due to paper quality.
 $1000.00

An interesting manuscript cookbook, most likely coming from Penn-
sylvania. The stationer’s ticket is from Philadelphia and the newspaper  
advertisements are for businesses in Allentown. Culinary recipes include 
“Indian Pudding;” “Chicago Jumbles;” “Sand Tarts;” “Mollasses Snaps;” 
“Ginger Cake;” “Cottage Pudding;” “Corn Cake;” “Summer Mince Pies;” 
“Plain Baisin Cake;” “Telegraph Pudding;” “Fruit Cake” (from Mrs. Weiser);  
“Veal Croquettes;” “Railroad Cake;” “Beef Omelette” (a frittata basted 
with strips of fat); “Plymouth Pudding;” and “Blackberry Syrup.”

Medicinal recipes include a “Remedy for Constipation;” “Cure for 
a felon” (using a turnip; a felon is an infection in one’s finger); “Recipe 
for Ear-ache;” “Frozen Flesh” (the remedy calls for Indian meal); “Syrup 
for Cold;” and a “Recipe for Deafness.” There are also about fourteen 
different newspaper articles (cut out and either pinned or pasted in) with 
health and household receipts. 

On the verso of the upper wrapper is the bookseller’s ticket of  
“William Mann, Counting House Stationer, 34 South 3d Street, Philadel-
phia”  printed with black ink on a glossy bright yellow paper. 



A Banquet to Improve Mexico - United States  Relat ions

33. GRAN BANQUETE dado en Nueva York al Ministro de la 
Republica Mejicana. New York: N.p., 1864.

8vo. 32 pp. Original printed yellow-gold wrappers.  $850.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of the pamphlet documenting a banquet held in 
New York City for those “distinguished people of New York who have expressed 
sympathy for the cause of Mexico and its opposition to France’s intervention.” 
Among the supporters listed is the American poet William C. Bryant and John 
Jacob Astor. Letters of support are reprinted, including those by Matias Romero 
(1837-1898), who had organized the event. Romero was born in Oaxaca, served as 
the Mexican ambassador to the United States, and three terms as the Mexican Sec-
retary of Finance. Part of his diplomatic role in the United States was to keep up 
relations with Abraham Lincoln just before Lincoln assumed office and afterwards. 
Later, Romero would work on treatises between the United States and Mexico, one 
issue of which was that of citizenship for Mexicans living in the United States. 

On the final page is the menu for the banquet, which includes canvas back ducks 
served with truffles and piéce mexicaines (a dessert). Not surprisingly, the meal was held 
at Delmonico’s, one of the most famous restaurants in New York City at the time. 

“La intervencion Francesa” was what historians have termed the “Segunda 
intervención francesa en México,” launched by Napoleon III during the Second 
French Empire. The intervention was due to Mexico’s not paying loan-interest 
payments to the French.

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: New York Historical Society, New York Public Library, University 

of Rochester, University of Arizona, Huntington Library, University of California 
(Berkeley), Library of Congress, American Antiquarian Society, Southern Meth-
odist, University of Texas (Austin), University of Wisconsin (Madison), and two 
locations outside of the United States. 



With a Pièce  Montée Represent ing 
the Arms of Mexico

34. DINNER to Señor Matias Romero, Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from Mexico, 
on the 29th of March, 1864...New York, February, 1866.  

4to. Two plates. 49, [1] pp. Original green wrappers with “MEXI-
CO” printed in gilt on the upper wrapper, untrimmed, unopened. 
 $950.00

The FIRST EDITION of this account of a diplomatic dinner between 
Mexico and the United States. The dinner was given by the “distin-
guished citizens” of New York City to Matias Romero, who was then 
the representative of the Mexican Republic visiting the United States 
to argue for “the cause of Mexican independence and liberty” against 
the invasion of France (quotes are from p. 3). Amongst the twenty-six 
attendees were William C. Bryant, John Jacob Astor Jr., Hamilton Fish, 
George Bancroft, William Hunt, and Henry E. Pierrepont. 

The “feast” was held in four rooms at Delmonico’s (the most cele-
brated of all 19th century New York City restaurants) and this publication 
reproduces the account of the dinner, from the speeches made to the 
dishes served. Although most of the text refers to the political situation 
between the United States and Mexico, sections also discuss the meal 
itself:

At the head of the banquet-hall were the flags of the two nations; on the table five 
vast bouquets of various shapes flanked a ‘pièce montée that Carême might envy, 
blazoning the arms of Mexico; the eagle erect on the cactus, growing on a rock, which 
seems to rise from mid-ocean.
 



The palm and the cactus, types of the flora of Mexico, stood at either end. On pyr-
amids of sugar were inscribed the names of Juarez, and other statesmen of Mexico. 
At each cover was a card, with appropriate name, surmounted by the Mexican 
arms, engraved in gold. The menu was blue satin in gold letters.” – pp. 8-9.

This menu, which is incredible and includes more than thirty dishes, is 
the second engraving in the book; the first is the dinner invitation printed  
in black and gilt ink on thick paper. Before the report on the dinner, there 
are also several letters reproduced between Romero and James W. Beekman 
and William H. Seward. 

In the first letter, dated 22 January 1866 and written by Romero 
to Beekman, Romero notes that an account of this dinner was printed 
earlier in Spanish and presented to Congress by President Lincoln: “the 
lamented President Lincoln did us the honor to submit, officially, to the 
Senate of the United States, with his Message of June 16, 1864, covering 
correspondence on Mexican affairs, a translation of a Spanish account of 
that dinner, which original I had published some months previously for 
circulation in Mexico.” The relationship between Romero and Lincoln 
is well documented. It began three years before the dinner, in 1861, when 
Romero had visited Lincoln in Springfield, Illinois, to argue for the cause 
of Mexico. Their friendship continued till Lincoln’s death. 

On the verso of the title page is the following note: “The Publisher 
notices, that this pamphlet is not entirely free from idioms, a consequence 
of the text being Englished from the Spanish version.”

In very good condition. 
¶ OCLC: Brooklyn Historical Society, Columbia University, New 

York Historical Society, American Antiquarian Society, New York Public  
Library, New York State Library, Yale, Boston Athenaeum, Harvard, 
Williams College, Princeton, University of Pennsylvania, and four loca-
tions outside of the United States. 



A Banquet Offered by Matias Romero

35. BANQUETE dado en obsequio del señor don Matias 
Romero. Mexico: Imprenta del Gobierno, en Palacio, 
a cargo de Jose Maria Sandoval, 1868. 

8vo. 80 pp. Original printed rose wrappers. $1000.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work commemorating Matias 
Romero’s departure from New York City after eight years of diplomatic 
service between Mexico and the United States. In the introduction, it is 
noted that the letters of support that were read at the banquet (reprinted 
here), show that the people of the United States are sympathetic to a 
republican and independent Mexico and that this sympathy, can be relied 
upon to help Mexico in the future. 

The dinner invitation, seating arrangement, and menu are all  
reprinted. Among the dinner guests was Theodore Roosevelt, senior, the 
father of the future president.

Matias Romero (1837-1898) was an important diplomat in relations 
between the United States and Mexico. He was born in Oaxaca, served 
as the Mexican ambassador to the United States, and three terms as the 
Mexican Secretary of Finance. Part of his diplomatic role in the United 
States was to keep up relations with Abraham Lincoln just before Lincoln 
assumed office and afterwards. Later, Romero worked on treatises between 
the United States and Mexico, one issue of which was that of citizenship 
for Mexicans living in the United States. 

In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: New York Public Library, University of Rochester, Yale, 

University of Michigan, University of Minnesota, Indiana University, 
University of Wisconsin (Madison), and eleven locations in Mexico.



Gruyère Cheese

36. POURIAU, Armand Florent. Du commerce du lait, 
destiné a l’alimentation parisienne. De la fabrication 
du fromage de gruyère dans l’Yonne. Paris: Audot & 
Niclaus, [1873].

4to. Nineteen wood engravings in the text. 32 pp. Original printed wrap-
pers, entirely unopened. $250.00

The extremely rare FIRST SEPARATE EDITION of a report of two 
trips taken by the École d’agriculture de Grignon. The first was to the 
dairy at Montereau to see how milk was processed that was destined for 
consumption in Paris. The second was to Villeneuve-la-Guyard where 
M. Lecomte showed the students and teachers of the École his new shop 
to make gruyère cheese. This is an extract from the Journal de l’Agriculture, 
November-December, 1873.

Pouriau was the author of La Laiterie (first ed.: 1872), an overview of 
butter and cheese fabrication in France and other countries, which went 
through several editions. 

¶ OCLC lists two locations (University of Illinois and Bibliothèque 
nationale), which are dated [1874]; Vicaire col. 706. 



On Mexican Coffee

37. ROMERO, Matias. Cultivo del café en la costa meridional de 
Chiapas. Mexico City: Imprenta del Gobierno, 1875. 

8vo. 240, [1], [1 - blank], [8] pp. Original printed purple wrappers, some sun-
ning to spine and upper edge of wrappers, entirely untrimmed and unopened.
 $1200.00

The First Complete Edition and the FIRST EDITION in book form (see below). 
Matias Romero (1837-98) was a lawyer by profession but spent much of his life in 
public service. He was Mexico’s ambassador to the United States during the Civil 
War, a correspondent and friend to Lincoln, and during the 1870s, was senator of 
Mexico’s Chiapas region, the area discussed in this book. 

Coffee came to Mexico in the late 18th century and was first cultivated in 
the present-day states of Oaxaca and Veracruz. In the 1840s, Dutch and German  
coffee-growers began extending their production to the highlands of Chiapas. 

Although the title page describes this as the “tercera edicion,” from the pref-
ace we learn that it is the first complete edition and the first edition in book form. 
First written in July of 1874, a portion of the work first appeared in the periodical 
Porvenir (September, 1874) and then again in the periodical Coreo del Comercio (May-
June, 1875; 130 pp.). The present edition is the corrected and enlarged edition and is 
the first complete edition: “Lo principal de la parte adicionada, ha sido tomado de 
documentos escritos en Tapachula, simultáneamente con este trabajo.” Six further 
editions were printed including one in 1991. 

A fine copy in original wrappers, especially for a Mexican book of this period.
¶ Hünersdorff vol. II, p. 1267; OCLC: New York Public Library, University of  

California (Riverside and San Diego), Library of Congress, University of Hawaii 
(Manoa), University of Illinois, Louisiana University, Tulane University, and two 
in Europe; Palau 277389 (this is the earliest edition listed).



An Unrecorded Program to an Agricul tural Compet i t ion

38. PROGRAMME du concours départemental et de 
l’exposition agricole qui auront lieu a Bergues les 17, 
18 et 19 septembre 1876. [Bergues: Barbez Leys, 1876.]

8vo. 16 pp. Marbled wrappers.  $175.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this program to 
an agricultural competition in Bergues, France, in September of 1876.  
Bergues is 9 km from Dunkirk. 

The publication begins with a list of the regulations for the compe-
tition. This is then followed by a list of those who were awarded medals 
for their Produits du Sol (products of the soil). The medals awarded were 
either gold, ruby, silver, or bronze. 

The categories of competition give an interesting insight to how 
agriculture was viewed at the time. The first category was for production  
fourragère which included root vegetables, plants from which oil is  
produced, and plantes textiles. The second section was for Cultures industrielles 
and included beets for sugar; hops, chicory, and tobacco; fruit; flowers; 
and bees, butter, and cheese. The largest category was for livestock (from 
cows to rabbits), but there was also a competition for ploughing equip-
ment and three different types of farm workers, or Agent Agricoles: the Valets 
de Ferme, the Servantes de Ferme, and Instituteurs.

A very nice copy.
¶ Not in OCLC or the Bibliothèque nationale de France. 



Unrecorded?

39. (WINE, liquor, cigars, perfume, and various gro-
ceries.) Druggists’ Department. Catalogue Park &  
Tilford, Importers. New York: Styles & Cash, Steam 
Printers, c.1876. 

12mo. 39, [1 - blank] pp. Original printed wrappers, spotting and some wear 
to cover, lightly browned throughout. $450.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this apparently unrecorded cata-
logue of wine and various groceries that could be ordered from Park & 
Tilford in New York City. On the wrappers the store advertises three 
locations in New York City (Sixth Ave. at 38th St., Broadway at 21st St., 
and Sixth Ave. at 9th St.), and one location in Paris (on rue de Layfayette). 

The catalogue begins with more than fifty wines (including wine 
from California, two different Clos de Vougeots and Romanées, three 
from Chablis (only one of which is described as “white”), and their own 
bottlings of Beaujolais and Macon. Much of the catalogue is made up of 
cigars, liquors, beers, and “Grocers’ Sundries” including perfumes (many 
by Coudray), mustards, fruit syrups, and chocolates.

Park & Tilford was founded by Joseph Park (1823-1905) and John 
Mason Tilford (1815-1891) in 1840 as a retail shop and importer of luxury 
goods. 

In very good condition, especially considering its ephemeral nature.
¶ Not in OCLC. 



Boston Vinegar

40. [BOWKER, Horace L.] Report of Horace L. Bowk-
er, inspector of vinegar for the city of Boston, for 
the year ending May1, 1881. Boston: Cummings & Co., 
1881.

8vo. One woodcut vignette in the text. 16 pp. Original printed wrappers, 
lightly rubbed. $300.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of an extremely rare pamphlet on the 
production and distribution of vinegar in and around Boston. Bowker’s 
report gives an interesting insight into the rapidly growing food economy 
in New England and some of the health risks this relatively unregulat-
ed economy posed for its inhabitants. Sections discuss laws passed in  
Massachusetts to protect consumers from food adulteration; the price 
and quality of vinegar; the amount of vinegar sold in Boston; the effects 
of food adulteration; and the public opinion towards the laws passed. 

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Yale University and the University of Illinois. 



Dairy farming in France

41. VILLET, V. L’Art de gouverner les vaches laitières. 
Paris: Le Bailly, c.1890s.

17.5cm x 11.5cm. Printer’s device on title page. [3], 6-34, iv, [4] pp. Original 
printed wrappers with decorative border (outer edge of border on low-
er wrapper trimmed away), minor foxing to wrappers, lightly browned 
throughout due to paper quality. $50.00

An extremely rare guide on how to run a dairy written by V. Villet, 
identified as a farmer (“cultivateur”) on the title page. Sections include 
the diet of dairy cows; how to maintain health of the herd; impregnation, 
gestation, and calving; identification and cures of various diseases affect-
ing dairy cows; engorgement of the udder; and the importance of the first 
milk for the calves. 

This modest work seems to have been fairly popular as at least four 
other editions are noted in OCLC (though not ours). 

In very good condition. 
¶ Not in Bitting, Cagle, OCLC, Simon, or Vicaire. 





With Sumptuous Wrappers Printed 
in Chromol i thography

42. (NURSERY CATALOGUE.) Green’s fruit instructor. [New York 
City:] Brett Lith. Co., 1894 [1895].

8vo. Profusely illustrated in the text. 79, [1] pp. followed by one folding leaf (an “Order sheet”). 
Original color lithograph wrappers, lightly worn on lower wrapper. $200.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this beautiful and extensive nursery catalogue from 
the Green’s Nursery Company in Rochester, New York. With close to 200 different trees, 
vines, and bushes of edible plants offered, the catalogue gives a picture of the wide range of 
foodstuffs available to Americans in the late 19th century. 

The work is full of general farming advice as well. From page one: “How to keep the 
girls on the farm. Make farm life attractive. Have a comfortable house, and well kept lawn 
surrounded by fruit trees and plants.” Charles A. Green continues to argue for planting fruit 
trees by noting that “Fruit is nature’s medicine. It is a healthy tonic. Doctors get poor as 
orchards and berry fields increase.”

The wrappers are printed in rich chromo-lithography and represent “London Red 
Raspberry.” Inside are more than 200 black and white illustrations ranging from photo-
graphs to engravings showing fruit, trees, children, the transportation of fruit, and farmers.

Also laid in is a coupon worth 25 cents and a handsomely designed and printed  
envelope to use when placing your order. At the back of the catalogue is an unused folding 
“Order sheet.” 

The date of 1895 comes from the date of the index. 
In very good condition. 
¶ Not in OCLC (which does record a work with the same title, but 24 pp. only).



“Our Catalogue i s  Our Salesman”

43. (NURSERY CATALOGUE.) Green’s nursery company catalogue. 
Spring 1901. Rochester, N.Y., [Rochester: Stecher Lith. Co., 1901, 
copyright 1900]. 

8vo. Profusely illustrated in the text. 40 pp. Original color lithograph wrappers, lightly worn, 
marginal repair (not affecting text) repaired on the lower wrapper. $120.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this beautifully illustrated seed catalogue from the 
Green’s Nursery Company in Rochester, New York. The wrappers are printed in rich  
chromo-lithography and represent peaches, plums, and apples. Inside are black and white 
illustrations ranging from photographs to engravings showing fruit, children, and farmers 
during harvest.

Fruit offered and represented include “Burbank Japan Plum;” “Niagara Peach;” “Ben 
Davis Apple;” “Russian Mulberry;” “Campbell’s Early Grape;” “The Chautauqua Goose-
berry;” “Kansas Black Raspberry;” “Rough Rider Strawberry;” and “Conover’s Colossal 
Asparagus.” On the verso of the upper wrapper, is a caution against ordering plants from 
agents, or working with nurseries who employ traveling salesmen:

More trees are sold in this country by tree agents than in any other way. Many people who need nursery 
products wait for the tree agent to make his annual call, and then buy of these agents, paying more than 
double the price they would have to pay if they bought directly of the nurseryman who produces his trees....
Our catalogue is our salesman. We employ no agents, nor any person to travel for us to sell our stock, 
since we have for twenty years found a ready sale by simply sending out our catalogue with prices to people 
who apply for it.  

On the upper wrapper, in a contemporary hand, is written “Gertude S Sprague.”
In good condition. 
¶ OCLC: University of Rochester, Boulder Labs, and National Agriculture Library.



Including the Shasta Daisy and Plumcot

44. (SEED CATALOGUE.) The 1901 supplement to new 
creations in fruits and flowers. [Los Angeles: Geo. 
Rice & Sons, 1901.]

8vo. Numerous illustrations in the text. 14, [2] pp. (including printed green 
wrappers).  $120.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this nicely designed seed catalogue 
by Luther Burbank, “the father of California horticulture.”6 Included, and 
illustrated, are Burbank’s plum tree; the “Opulent” peach; “New Apple,  
Winterstein” (an alternative to the Gravenstein); Burbank’s famous 
“Shasta Daisies;” his equally famous “Plumcot;” and others. 

My favorite quoted piece of praise for Burbank comes from a 
Northern California newspaper called the Santa Cruz Surf. “Outside of 
Edison’s laboratory, there is no place in America of interest equal to  
Burbank’s experimental gardens” (p. 2). 
On page three there is a warning to those contacting Burbank: 

Kindly be as brief as possible. Ask no questions which you think can be answered 
elsewhere. With all the modern conveniences of graphophones, typewriters, &c., it is 
at times impossible to keep up.
Always write your questions on a postal card with spaces for reply, and whenever 
possible arrange the question so that it can be answered yes or no. If a reply is 
desired which requires more space than a postal card affords, always enclose five 
dollars.

If we could only do this today with email!
A very good copy. 

6 Arax, The dreamt land: chasing water and dust across California, p. 352.



¶ OCLC: Sonoma County Library, Boulder Labs, National Agriculture Library, Washington State University, and Cornell. OCLC gives the 
place of publication to Santa Rosa and the Burbank’s Experiment Farms; however, in fine print on the upper wrapper, it is written “GEO. RICE & 
SONS, INC., L. A.”



Maple Syrup

45. FOX, William F. and HUBBARD, William F. The 
Maple sugar industry. Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1905. 

23.2cm x 14.7cm. Eight photographic plates; ten wood engravings in the 
text (including maps and tables). 56 pp. Original printed wrappers, chipped, 
some dampstaining on the first six leaves. $50.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this study of the maple syrup  
production in the United States. Written by two scientists from the U.S. 
Bureau of Forestry, the work tells the history of maple syrup starting 
with Native American Indians and how that changed with the white 
settlers. Other chapters cover the present status of the industry; sugar 
maple trees; sugar groves; maple sap; and the manufacture of syrup. 

The final section is by H. W. Wiley, the Chief of the Bureau of 
Chemistry, and is entitled “The Adulteration of Maple Products.” On 
the last two pages is an extensive – and useful – index. 

With an inked ownership stamp on the upper wrapper, repeated on 
the title page but not affecting text.

Not in very good condition, but still very much readable and  
certainly interesting. The photographs depict maple trees in production 
and people making the syrup. 



The Wrappers of a Rare Gastronomic Periodica l
Sold in Parts

46. (GASTRONOMY.) [Ephemera from:] L’Art culinaire. 1 January 1906 
to March-June, 1919. 

30cm x 20cm approximately (sizes vary slightly); sets of wrappers; some with advertisements 
laid in; printed in red, blue, green, and black ink; condition varies; all fairly fragile due to paper 
quality. $150.00

Unrecorded. This appears to be a collection of the original wrappers, and advertising sheets, 
of the subscription issues of the important gastronomic periodical entitled L’Art culinaire. A 
total of twenty-four issues are present, ranging from January 1st, 1906 to the March/June issue 
of 1919, as well as two subscription postcards. Some are in good condition, others quite worn. 
These are not complete issues: they are the wrappers only, as well as, in most cases, a bifolium 
of the issue’s advertisements. 

The periodical L’Art culinaire is surprisingly rare (I could find only one set in the United 
States and two in France). In the beginning, it was edited by Maurice Dancourt under the 
pseudonym of Châtillon-Plessis and it ran from 1883 to 1953. Although I have not been able 
to find a description of precisely how the periodical was printed and distributed, it appears 
as though it was usually published on the 1st and 15th of each month and distributed through 
subscription. (There are special issues for Christmas, and although it continued through World 
War I, it was less frequent.) Each issue came in wrappers, with a bifolium of advertisements, 
inside of which were that issue’s articles, menus, and recipes. 

In the current collection, one of these survives complete (for August 1st, 1914), and it helps 
to explain how the periodical worked. This issue of August 1st is made up of the following 
parts: the original printed wrappers; a bifolium of advertising (paginated I-IV); and a section 
of articles, restaurant reviews, and recipes (paginated 169-180). All of the other issues offered 
here, are without the portions that contain the articles (those with arabic numerals). They are 
only the wrappers, and in many cases, the advertising bifolium, which is often very interest-
ing as it is made up of announcements of new gadgets for the kitchen as well as new works  



published by L’Art culinaire (including the first appearances of cookbooks by chefs such as Escoffier). Several of the twenty-four issues are also present 
in multiple copies. Also present are two postcards to mail in and subscribe to the periodical. 

In the past thirty years, I have seen L’Art culinaire appear twice in the trade. In both instances, the magazine was being sold as a bound volume and 
not in original parts. What we have here, I believe, are the sheets and advertising pages that were discarded to make a bound volume with continual 
pagination. As such,  these wrappers and advertising sheets provide a rare glimpse into a part of this periodical’s  publishing history that would have 
otherwise been lost. 

In his All manners of food, Stephen Mennell devotes nine pages to L’Art culinaire. Mennell writes about the magazine’s interest in the history of 
French food; its influence on French professional cookery; it’s introduction of an international cuisine into France; and the way in which many  
important chefs and food writers contributed to the publication. “Three concrete objectives were prominent in L’Art culinaire in its early days: to make 
known the latest ideas and achievements by creating through the journal an international network of French cooks; to establish a ‘professional school 
of cookery’ in Paris; and to promote concours culinaires or cookery competitions.” – Mennell, p. 171. 

Preserved in a folding archival case.



A Rabbi t  Cookbook

47. RENAUDET, Benjamin. 60 Recettes pour préparer 
le lapin domestique et le lapin de garenne a la cuisine 
bourgeoise. Paris: Albin Michel, c.1915.

8vo. 2 p.l., 119, [1-blank], [1] pp. Illustrated paper wrappers, lightly rubbed, 
pages browned due to paper quality, small marginal tear to one leaf. 
 $450.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this rare French monograph on 
cooking and preparing rabbit. The book begins with how to purchase 
your rabbit followed by recipes arranged according to the following  
categories: marinades; ragouts; roasts; salads; and “Patés, Conserves  
et Pièces Froides.” There is also a chapter entitled “Les Restes,” which 
includes a recipe for rabbit croquettes and a gratin. 

The upper wrapper features a dramatic illustration of a woman 
skewering a rabbit. The author wrote another book in 1918 called Nos 
fruits frais (Bitting p. 393). 

A very good copy.
¶ OCLC: Cornell (damaged), Harvard, National Agricultural Li-

brary, University of Massachusetts (Amherst), and one location in The 
Netherlands. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Oberlé, or Simon.



“The Father of Cali fornia Hort i cul ture”

48. (SEED CATALOGUE.) Burbank’s 1919 new creations and 
special new selections in seeds. [Santa Rosa: Burbank’s  
Experimental Farms, 1919.]

8vo. Numerous illustrations in the text. 32 pp. (including printed wrappers), with 
an order sheet printed on light blue paper laid in, small paper repair to the corner 
of the upper wrapper (not affecting text).  $120.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this seed catalogue from the Burbank 
farms in Northern California. “In presenting this list of seeds, I wish to thank the 
friends and customers who have in some cases been purchasers for forty years 
or more. It is exceedingly pleasing to know that the stock produced in and  
introduced from this establishment has now become standard in every country. No 
one who knows them questions their value, and perhaps nothing during the past 
century has more influenced the trend of horticulture, or has tended more to 
remove horticulture from a small branch of agriculture to a veritable science by 
itself ” (p. 2). 

Some of the foodstuffs included are “The Earliest Tomato in the World – 
The ‘Burbank;’” “A New Sweet Canning Pea – ‘The Model;’” “The new Bantam 
Corn;” “Rainbow Corn;” a popcorn called “Sorghum Pop;” “Elephant Garlic;” 
“Improved ‘Quinoa’...a Delicious new but Ancient Breakfast Food;” and so on. 
Each of the plant descriptions is followed by multiple signed grower testimonies. 

Luther Burbank was born in 1849 in Lancaster, Massachusetts. By age 18, 
he had developed a new type of potato, which he called the “Burbank potato,” 
and sold the rights to, for $150. He took his money and, in 1875, moved to Santa 
Rosa, California. (Santa Rosa is about 15 minutes from our shop.) By the time 
he died of heart failure after a terrible bout of hiccups in 1926, he had developed 
more than 800 different types of fruits, vegetables, flowers, and grains. 



Unfortunately, he also applied his cultivation techniques to education and theories on human breeding, and was a supporter of eugenics. The 
last item advertised in the seed catalogue is for his book The training of the human plant. “By placing ourselves in harmony and co-operation with the 
main high potential lines of human progress and welfare we receive the benefit of strong magnetic induction currents. We are now standing upon the 
threshold of new methods and new discoveries which shall give us imperial dominion.” 

In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Boulder Labs Library, National Agriculture Library, Cornell, and Brigham Young University. Arax, The dreamt land: chasing water and dust 

across California, p. 352: “Luther Burbank, the father of California horticulture.” 



African American Hospi ta l i ty

49. COOK, Mamie. Cook book. “Work and serve the home.” 
Dedicated to the New Jersey State Federation of Colored 
Women’s Clubs. Ridgewood: N.p., 1928.

21.3cm x 13.8cm. [1 - blank], [39], [2 - blank] pp. Original printed card  
wrappers, stapled, small corner chipped away from lower wrapper, ½ inch crack to 
portion of upper wrapper (not affecting text).  $1500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this rare African American cookbook with 
recipes ranging from how to make biscuits and fried tomatoes, to Shrimps a la 
Creole Sauce, Creole Tripe, Oyster Gumbo, American Chop Suey, a frozen dessert 
called Canned Cranberry Whip, and a Maple Parfait. There are also directions for 
making soap and hand lotion as well as household hints on how to kill worms in 
cabbage and how to clear your drain pipes. On the verso of the first leaf are two 
“Merry Jingles” written by M. E. Burrell and dedicated to “Mrs. M. L. Cook” who 
is described as being the “Ch[ai]r. Ways and Means Dept., N. J. S. F. Of Colored 
Women’s Clubs.” 

In her collection of African American cooking, Toni Tipton-Martin writes 
about African American hospitality and Mamie Cook: 

I came up with an ambitious plan. I would set a communal table that combined the friendliness 
of Sunday dinners after church with homey yet sophisticated food. It would reflect African  
rituals of hospitality. And the table would be set with “food for company,” a kind of entertain-
ing and cooking practiced in our community: first in aristocratic homes by the enslaved and free 
chefs of color, then by black food service workers, and then by well-to-do African American 
hosts and hostesses, like Mamie Cook, who compiled a 1929 cookbook on behalf of the New 
Jersey State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs.7

7Jubilee: recipes from two centuries of African American Cooking, p. 20.



In 1896, The National Association of Colored Women began to show 
“to an ignorant and suspicious world that our aims and interest are  
identical with those of all good aspiring women.” Amongst its found-
ers were Harriet Tubman and its role was important during the African 
American Woman Suffrage Movement. In 1904, its name changed to “The 
National Association of Colored Women Clubs” (NACWC). 

The New Jersey State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs started  
in 1915 in Trenton, New Jersey at the African Methodist Episcopal Zion 
Church. It was lead by Dr. Florence Randolph and in 1918, ten years  
before this cookbook, it joined the NACWC. 

In very good condition. 
¶ OCLC: University of Alabama, University of California (San  

Diego), Yale, and Kansas State University. 



Vote Communist !
End Hunger !

50. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Communist election  
program against hunger, wage cuts, speed-up & war. New York elec-
tions, 1931. [New York: The Party, 1931.]

15.4cm x 10.7cm. 25 pp. (including the recto of the lower wrapper).  Original printed wrappers, 
small corner of upper wrapper missing (not affecting text). $90.00

The FIRST EDITION of this pamphlet on the “Election campaign of the Communist 
Party” in New York in 1931. Sections cover unemployment insurance (including special  
sections on the rights of “Negroes,” “Foreign-Born Workers;” “Young Workers;”and 
“Women Workers”); the corruption of capitalism; the need to support the Soviet Union; 
and “Hoover’s and Wall Streets wage cutting program.” There is also mention that FDR 
will be running for president but that he isn’t to be trusted, and neither is the Socialist Party. 

For the culinary historian, it is the pamphlet’s attack on hunger that is of interest. 
There is an interesting section entitled the “Starvation program of bosses” that outlines how 
“the racketeering Tammany machine” is starving one million workers in New York through 
their lack of economic support, and is instead, creating bread lines and forcing workers “to 
accept the most shameful conditions, rotten food [and] lousy beds.”  The pamphlet also 
points out how many American children are undernourished and the irony that American 
farmers are starving, even when they are producing a surplus of crops. 

Other than the corner of the upper wrapper, in good condition.
¶ OCLC: Cornell, SUNY, University of California (Davis & Irvine), Ball 

State University, Harvard, Michigan State University, University of Michigan, 
Bringham Young, Washington University, Duke, East Carolina University, Ohio 
State University, University of Wisconsin (Milwaukee), Wisconsin Historical  
Society, and three locations outside of the United States; Seidman, Communism in the United 
States; A Bibliography, C399.



Affordable  Home Cooking 
in France

51. POMIANE, Edouard de. 200 Recettes éditées par la 
C.P.I.P.A. offertes par les pâtes Lustucru aux œufs 
frais. Paris: E. Desfossés-Néogravure, 1951.

18.3cm x 13.5cm. Numerous color and black and white illustrations through-
out. 64 pp. Printed color wrappers, pages lightly browned due to paper 
quality.  $50.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this rare French cookbook issued 
by Lustucru, one of France’s largest 20th-century producers of foodstuffs 
(especially of pasta, rice, and couscous). Includes recipes for Beignet Papri-
ka; Tarte au Macaroni; Couscous a la Mauresque; and Pudding Pommes et Papillon. 
At the end of the cookbook is an international cooking section which 
contains recipes for Hawaiian, Hindi, Hungarian, Indochinese, Polish, 
Italian, and Venezuelan cuisine.   

In very good condition. The wrappers show the characteristic light 
and dark-blue checker pattern. 

¶ OCLC: Harvard only. 



Chinese Wine

52. ZHOU, Xinchun. Gao lang jiu niang zao fa [transla-
tion: The Fermentation of sorghum wine]. Taipei: by 
the author, 1956. 

16mo. Illustrations in the text. 42 pp. Original printed wrappers.  $500.00

The FIRST EDITION of this wine-making handbook for producing 
Kaoliang, or sorghum wine. Sorghum is a cereal that is sometimes mistaken  
for millet. Although often fed to livestock, it can also be made into a syrup,  
as well as a wine when fermented. The drink dates back to the Ming 
dynasty, is very high in alcohol, and originates from Dazhigu in Tianjin, 
China. 

In the current work, the author describes a distillation process for 
making sorghum that he learned in impoverished areas of rural China 
during wartime. His goal is to take the local recipes that he encountered 
and apply scientific methods to them. There is a photographic portrait 
of the author reproduced as a frontispiece and numerous drawings of the 
apparatus needed to make sorghum. 

A very good copy.
¶ Not in OCLC, who does list a later edition (1971).



One of 50 Copies

53. PIROLLI, Vince. Cooking with wine. Pasadena: Vance 
Gerry The Weather Bird Press, 2004.

8vo. Title page within an ornamental border, title page illustration. [6] 
leaves. Handstitched light green wrappers. $100.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work by Vince Pirolli cover-
ing recipes that benefit from the use of wine. “Here are a few ideas for 
cooking with wine that will greatly enhance your meals. Incorporating 
these easy tips into your cooking will result in sophisticated and delicious 
dining.” Suggestions are organized into Soups; Sauces; Meats; Seafood; 
Poultry & Game; Fruit; and Dessert. There are also two short sections on 
“Wines to Use” and “Dessert Wine Pairings.” 

The beautifully designed pamphlet is published by Vance Gerry’s 
Weather Bird Press. “Vance Gerry began printing in 1963 at the Peach 
Pit Press. Five years later he changed the name to the Weather Bird Press 
which he ran in South Laguna, California from 1968. Until his death 
in 2004 he produced a steady stream (he’d have preferred ‘trickle’) of 
some of the most understated, beautifully printed and ravishingly illus-
trated books from any private press, ever.” – From the prospectus of the  
Whittington Press Shop’s monograph on Vance Gerry and the Weather 
Bird Press (2017). 

Near fine condition.



An Art School  Cookbook

54. CARUTH, Nicole J. & GOOKIN, Kirby, eds. Easy 
eating. Healthy affordable recipes. New York:  
Art-Food-Farm, 2013.

26cm x 17cm. Numerous illustrations in the text. 28 pp. Original printed 
wrappers, saddle-stitched.  $10.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this cookbook which came out of 
a class taught in the Department of Art History at the School of Visual 
Arts in New York City. “Easy Eating is a project for Avant-Gardening, a 
course we teach at the School of Visual Arts that investigates artists who 
employ gardening, farming and/or food as their medium.” – from the 
editors’ introduction. 

Caruth and Gookin go on to note that for many students, this is 
the first time that they are living on their own and preparing food. To 
encourage a greater variety of food and a healthy diet, this cookbook 
was brought together by the nine students from the class, each making 
contributions. Dishes range from Shakshuka to Cauliflower Tater Tots 
to a Black Bean Bowl.  At the end is a list of websites for “good, clean & 
affordable eating, food justice, and other related issues.” 

Printed in an edition of 800 copies and signed by Kirby Gookin. 
New.
¶ OCLC: University of Michigan, Michigan State University, and 

Franklin & Marshall College.





“This Masterpiece. . .” – the Book Col l e c tor

55. JACKSON, Ian. Bernard M. Rosenthal. Berkeley: The 
Wednesday Table, 2017. 

17.75 inches x 11.5 inches. Photographic reproduction frontispiece, title page 
printed in red and black ink. 2 p.l., 11, [1] pp. Hand-stitched in printed dark-
grey wrappers.  $100.00

The FIRST EDITION of this memorial to one of the most esteemed 
scholar-booksellers of the twentieth century and essential reading for  
anyone interested in the history of antiquarian books and manuscripts. 

Bernard Rosenthal (1920-2017) is best known for having been one 
of the world’s leading specialists in medieval manuscripts and incunabula  
— and as the bookseller who made annotated books interesting and  
significant. His unpublished Catalogue 34 became Yale’s catalogue of  
The Rosenthal Collection of Printed Books with Manuscript Annotations (1997). As a 
work of scholarship, it led the way towards a fresh evaluation of the role 
of the reader in the afterlife of a book. It was also a testimony to Barney’s 
sheer brilliance as a book dealer, and his triumph over adversity in a costly 
field, for his pockets were never deep. 

The Berkeley bookseller Ian Jackson was a close friend of Barney’s 
and wrote his obituary for The San Francisco Chronicle. At the request 
of The Wednesday Table, the dining club for Bay Area antiquarian book-
sellers founded by Barney almost thirty years ago, Jackson has expanded 
the original 1100-word obituary with almost 24,000 words of annotation 
in the typographic style of the great 17th-century scholar Pierre Bayle. 
For Jackson, Bayle’s design seemed the ideal format to illuminate the 
many facets of a remarkable person — what the Italians call a personalità 
poliedrica — and the story of his polyhedric family. 



Issued in a limited edition of 400 numbered copies, this folio-sized memorial is printed letterpress by Richard Seibert and includes a photo-
graphic portrait of Barney by Elvira Piedra. 

In very good condition. 
¶ The Book Collector, Spring 2018, pp. 21-22. 





56. EDIBLE bibliophilia. Sebastopol: [Antinomian 
Press], 2018.

Book: 7 ½  x 5 inches. One tipped-in illustration. vi, 20, [2] pp. Handsewn 
letterpress wrappers printed in three colors, text printed letterpress in black 
ink.  $60.00

When did the idea of gastronomy emerge? Who were its earliest col-
lectors and bibliographers? When was the first bookseller’s gastronomy 
catalogue issued? When was the first gastronomy book auction? 

All of these questions are answered in this essay. Originally delivered 
as a talk at the Book Club of California in the fall of 2017, the work is 
presented here in letterpress with a lovely handsewn binding. 

Printed in a limited edition of 250 copies. 



The Antinomian Press, October, 2020
This list was downloaded

from kinmont.com.

Sometimes a nicer sculpture
is to be able to provide

a living for your
family.


